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Overview
This slide deck sets out key 
elements of our plans to enable 
students to live safely in their 
accommodation in the coming 
academic year. These plans will 
ensure that they and their parents 
can feel confident about their move 
or return to university.

It is supported by a series of 
detailed documents which are 
referenced by the following icon.



Students are keen to return to 
campus and trust their university 

to keep them safe

For parents, university halls 
and PBSA are the most 

trusted accommodation 
option after living at home

Key Survey Results

Factsheet



| We have drawn on specialist internal teams to
develop our plans

• Largest dedicated  
support team of  
qualified competent  
H&S Managers in the
PBSA sector

• Annual H&S Audits
completed by third
party provider

• Annual Student Safety  
Campaigns to raise  
awareness of safety in  
the home

• Membership with  
British Safety Council

Health & Safety

Steph Camm

Head of Health & Safety

• Replacement of 
ACM cladding

• Market leading Fire 
Risk Assessors

complete annual Fire  
Risk Assessments

• Primary Authority  
Partnership with Avon  
Fire and Rescue Service  
who provide assured  
advice

• Planned Evacuations  
and weekly fire tests

Fire Safety

Keith Sillitoe

Head of Fire Safety

• Dedicated Security  
Support Team

• 24/7 Access to our  
Emergency Control  
Centre

• 24/7 physical presence  
of security in our sites

• CCTV surveillance in  
every property

• Business Continuity  
plans in place
to support swift  
relocation in the event  
of an emergency

Security

Luke Blake

Head of Security & Resilience

• Dedicated Estates and  
Facilities Team offering  
24/7 support

• Inspections and Audits  
to ensure compliance

• GDPR and Data  
Protection standards

• Programme of
planned preventative  
maintenance including  
electrical, fire life  
safety systems and lift  
maintenance

Compliance

Ian Broadbent 

Head of Estates

• Largest support team  
of student welfare  
specialists in the PBSA
sector

• Professional  
framework and  
governance

• Partnership with  
university Student  
Services teams

• MHFA accredited  
employees

• Student Ambassadors  
to support settling in

• Partnership with  
Nightline

Welfare

Susannah Doyle

Senior Student Services Manager



| Operating safely during COVID-19

We are the only PBSA provider to hold a 5* British Safety 
Council accreditation. In June 2020 we also received the BSC 
Covid Secure assurance based on the attached plans.

A new suite of guidance helps employees to work safely in our buildings 

• “Safe with uS” employee guide
• Operating Safely guidance
• Risk Assessment Record

Attached documents



Proposal for 2021

Transition and feeling at home  

A positive welcome experience  

Compliant social distancing  

Enhanced cleaning and hygiene  

Commitment to student welfare

For the coming academic year we have focused on 
student safety and wider wellbeing needs. Our plans 
cover:



| Transition and feeling at home

Leapskills uses a digital game, video content and 
supporting resources to prepare students to live away 
from home. It is endorsed by the Department for 
Education and free for anyone to use. 

We are sharing this with all booked students as part of 
a comprehensive series of welcome communications 
which include student-led content.

Before arrival, we create a ‘virtual household’ so that 
flatmates can meet and chat. This year we are 
extending it to groups of studio flats, and are creating 
the ability for whole floors to meet and chat before 
and after arrival.

During April and May we ran a popular programme of 
online events to combat isolation and help students 
feel connected and motivated. If the lockdown 
persists, we will run these again in the new academic 
year. 

https://www.tes.com/teaching-resource/leapskills-parent-resource-to-support-the-transition-to-independent-living-12177786


| A positive welcome experience

We are committed to a safe and 
socially distanced check-in, 
supported by our student app.

Students will be able to do all their 
admin before arrival, and simply 
show their ID to pick up their key. 
Arrival slots will manage the flow so 
that there are no crowds.

However we understand this could 
feel strange and intimidating for 
new students moving away from 
home, so our teams and student 
ambassadors will be there with a 
welcome, reassure, and to answer 
any questions.



| Enhanced cleaning and hygiene

Six stage  
inspection &  
cleaning process

Check-out inspection

Bag & bin

Deep clean

Inspection & Maintenance

Sparkle clean

Water flushing

Rooms will be left vacant for a minimum of 72 
hours to minimise the risk of transmission. 
They will be cleaned with chemicals that are 
British Standard assured as effective against 
Coronavirus.

In-year cleaning will focus on high-touch areas 
and common spaces.

Hand sanitising stations will be available in all 
our reception areas.

Our standards have been updated to reflect 
Covid-19 requirements, and to ensure 
consistently high standards in every building.

Property Standards



| Compliant social distancing

By the start of term we will have clear visual 
guidance in place to ensure students comply 
with social distancing requirements. 

The style and placement of guidance will 
ensure we maintain a friendly, homely 
atmosphere.

We are making it easy for students 
to access the services they need 
without face to face contact

MyUnite App:
• Book maintenance
• Find an available washing  machine
• Report a noise complaint
• Welfare check

24/7 Contact Centre:
• Manage booking or  payments
• Report an issue, concern  or

complaint
• Ask any question about  the tenancy 

or building
• Raise a welfare concern



| Commitment to student wellbeing

This year’s students will have had their education 
disrupted, and may have experienced bereavement, 
isolation or anxiety over the last few months.

We offer listening, support, signposting and case 
management within a professional framework, in close 
partnership with university student services teams.

In response to the current crisis we also offer:

• Welfare checks and support via digital channels

• Safe face-to-face  support if required

• Bespoke support to students who are medically 
vulnerable, and additional support for students with a 
disability or health condition that makes social distancing 
measures a challenge.

Trained and supervised  

MHFA accredited  

Welfare Leads

Specialist staff and  

risk-based framework

Emergency Contact  

Centre 24/7 Nightline  

available to all residents

In line with University  

Mental Health Charter

24/7 Security

Student Services Framework



The Unite Group plc  

South Quay House  

Temple Back

Bristol BS1 6FL



            

Providing a safe and 
secure shared 
living experience

visit us at
www.unitestudents.com
The Unite Group plc. South Quay House, 
Temple Back, Bristol BS1 6FL

■	Flexible booking process to reflect 
evolving University start dates

■	A focus on safe and secure living 
■ New physical social distancing measures 

including floor markings, signage, reception 
screens and repurposed common areas

■ Greater use of technology to assist social 
distancing – digital check-in, self-service 
parcel collection and virtual maintenance 
assistance

■ Staff trained on COVID-19 safe and secure 
procedures 

■ Home charter for all students providing 
guidance on how to protect themselves 
and others including advice sheet for  
self-isolation, cleaning and hygiene

■	Enhanced cleaning standards
■ Automatic hand sanitiser stations in all 

property receptions
■ Quality assured six-stage cleaning and 

inspection process for student rooms 
■ Enhanced cleaning of common areas and 

high touch points – receptions/public 
toilets

■ PPE provision to employees based on 
Public Health England guidelines

■	Provision of welfare support and 
professional response to student 
welfare incidents and concerns

■ Trained on-site staff, welfare leads and 
security teams supported by student 
services professionals

■ Support for self-isolating and vulnerable 
students

■ Close partnership working with university 
student services

■ 24/7, 365-days-a-year Emergency Contact 
Centre (ECC)

■ Nightline student-led listening service 
available to all residents via partnership 
with London Nightline

■	Safe community
■ MyUnite app and its uChat feature 

connects households and neighbours 
virtually prior to arrival

■ Access to services to support social 
distancing e.g. laundry availability, 
maintenance requests, welfare support 

COVID-19 Key statistics from a recent uS survey of UK students and parents

COVID-19 Safe and Secure response

of students are 
keen to get back on 
campus as soon as 
it is safe to do so

Students are concerned about the 
impact of COVID-19: 

Parents are also concerned about 
the impact COVID-19 is having 
on their children:

of students say living 
away from home and 
being on campus is 
as important a part 
of their university 
experience as 
lectures and tutorials  

are worried about disruption to studies
are concerned about the disruption 
to social life at university 

are concerned about isolation 
and loneliness affecting their studies

of current students are remote learning, 
but only 14% prefer this way of studying

concerned about the disruption to the 
social side of the university experience 



            

Why book with 
Unite Students?

■	Safe 
Only PBSA provider 
to be accredited with a 
5-star rating by the British 
Safety Council 

■	Secure 
Social distancing safeguards 
in buildings. All buildings 
have CCTV  and mandatory 
secure access cards

■	Social experience 
Majority of accommodation 
in ‘cluster’ en-suite flat 
format, allowing tenants 
to still live as a small 
household supported by 
student ambassadors

■	Affordable 
Different lease terms 
depending on student 
needs and no deposit 
required. Accommodation 
is only £10 per week more 
expensive on average than 
shared houses, with  
all-inclusive services, bills 
and contents insurance

■	Welfare and wellbeing 
All our students are 
supported by specially 
trained welfare teams who 
are classed as ‘key workers’ 
and can be relied upon to 
provide on site support

■	Connected 
All our rooms come with 
high-speed broadband, 
perfect for remotely 
accessing lectures, studying, 
streaming and surfing  
the web

■	Transition 
Our Department of 
Education endorsed 
Leapskills programme works 
with schools and parents to 
help students prepare for 
the ‘leap’ to university 

■	Scholarships 
Our Unite Foundation 
continues to widen 
participation in higher 
education with free, year 
round accommodation 
for care leavers and those 
estranged from families 
for up to three years

■	 We were the first in the sector to cancel rental payments for any students 
who did not wish to return for the third term of the 2019/20 University year 

■	 We put in place a welfare support scheme for students unable to go home 
during the lockdown

 ■	We Introduced a flexible booking process to reflect evolving University start 
dates for the 2020/21 academic year and offered free extensions on the 
2019/20 academic year for those stuck during the lockdown

COVID-19 
Our response 
to date

Our purpose is to 
provide a Home 
for Success.

This means providing a 
safe and secure home 
which is affordable 
and helps students to 
realise their academic 
potential while 
enjoying student life.

We are the 
largest provider 

of student 
accommodation  

in the UK

Each year 
we provide a 
secure home 

to some  
74,000 students

Students living in Purpose-Built 
Student Accommodation (PBSA) are 
26% more likely to report top grades 
and almost twice as likely to be ‘very 
satisfied’ with their physical health 1

We have  
177 buildings 

across 
27 cities

#1

1.5 million full-time students in 
the UK seeking accommodation

■	1.2 million are domestic students 
living away from home

 
■	c900,000 students currently live in 

‘traditional’ shared houses

A recent survey 2 of ‘traditional’ shared 
student housing in the UK found

■	42% live with draughty windows 
which can negatively affect mood 
and wellbeing

1  2019 Octopus Real Estate student accommodation impact report
2  NUS Homes Fit for Study 2019 report

x 74,000

At a glance – some key stats

8 JUNE 2020/2
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Keeping you safe 
and healthy at work 
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UNITE STUDENTS

  

Introduction
COVID-19 is an infectious disease caused 
by a newly discovered coronavirus.

Most people infected with COVID-19 may not exhibit any symptoms at all 
but others will experience mild to moderate respiratory illness and recover 
without requiring special treatment. Older people, and those with underlying 
medical problems like cardiovascular disease, diabetes, chronic respiratory 
disease, and cancer are more likely to develop serious illness.

Recently the UK Government imposed a lockdown on society to prevent 
the spread of the disease. They have now eased certain controls. This is, of 
course, good news however the risk posed from the disease remains and it 
is important we manage this properly and proportionally.

This document is designed to provide our people with some guidance on 
what steps to take to keep themselves and others safe and healthy at work.

We have produced a Risk Assessment that details the measures we 
are putting in place to protect your health and safety at work and you 
can find this in your site Risk Assessment Folder or on the Health and 
Safety intranet page (Hub).
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COVID-19 Symptoms and Self-Isolation
If you are classed as ‘vulnerable’ or ‘extremely vulnerable’ to COVID-19, contact your line manager to complete a COVID-19 Employee Assessment 
to help understand whether it is safe for you to return to the workplace or if any additional workplace controls are required. 

Symptoms 
(any one, or a combination of...)

Isolation time-line

Day 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 16 17 18 19 20

If you have symptoms 
and live alone
If you start having COVID-19 
symptoms, even mild ones, you 
must stay at home for 7-days 
from that point.

If you have symptoms and live with others
If anyone in your household has symptoms, then the whole household 
must isolate for 14-days to avoid spreading the virus. If those with 
symptoms feel better after 7-days and don’t have a temperature, they 
can return to their normal routine. All other family members who 
have not had symptoms need to isolate for the full 14-days.

If you develop symptoms 
within the 14-day period
It is likely that people within the 
same household will infect each 
other. If those without symptoms 
feel better after 7-days and don’t 
have a temperature, they can 
return to their normal routine. 
All family members who have 
not had symptoms will need to 
isolate for the full 14-days.

Even if you develop new 
symptoms late in the  
14-day period
Should a household member 
develop COVID-19 symptoms late 
in the 14-day household isolation 
(e.g. day 13 or 14), that person 
must stay at home for
7-days. This does not extend 
the 14-day period for others.

Cough

Fever 

Sore throat

Runny nose

Loss of taste / smell

Difficulty breathing

03
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Social Distancing 
You need to keep 2 metres (6ft) apart from other people at work including 
your colleagues, contractors and customers. 

If you need to carry out a task that requires 
you to be closer than 2 meters e.g. a manual 
handling task you must:

■	 Assess whether the task is absolutely necessary or 
can it be done another way (safely)

■	 If you need to be in close contact, wear PPE as long as 
this does not impact your safety 

You are NOT expected to remain 2 metres 
apart in an unsafe situation i.e. if you are at 
immediate risk from injury or fire 

Things to consider:

■	 Rotating your team shifts and rotas to reduce the number 
of people at work, and avoid taking breaks at the same time 

■	 Avoid congregating in small groups where you can easily 
forget the 2m rule, or make it difficult to achieve 

■	 Lead by example, remind each other of the 2m rule 
regularly and call-out unsafe situations 

■	 Make customers, contractors or visitors aware of the 
2m rule and ask them to maintain their distance from 
you at all times

■	 Respect others' wishes regarding keeping at distance – 
be mindful of those who are naturally more cautious 

■	 Think about how you can stay connected with colleagues 
whilst having to remain physically distant 

04
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Personal Hygiene
‘Hands have a crucial role in the transmission of COVID-19 as the virus primarily spreads through droplet and contact transmission. 
Contact transmission means by touching infected people and/or contaminated objects or surfaces. So, your hands can spread the virus 
to other surfaces and/or to your mouth, nose or eyes if you touch them.’ (World Health Organisation)

After 
coughing/ 
sneezing

Before, 
during & after 
preparing food

Before a meal After going to 
the toilet

Before & after 
cleaning

After contact 
with public 

surfaces

After removing 
a mask

When your 
hands 

are dirty

Palm to 
palm

The back of 
the hands

In between 
the fingers

The back of 
the fingers

The thumbs The tips of 
the fingers

Use a tissue 
to turn off 

the tap. 
Dry hands 

thoroughly

When to wash your hands:

Wash your hands with soap and water, often and for 20 seconds
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Personal Protective Equipment (PPE) 

We are using a risk based approach to highlight 
any tasks to you that require PPE specifically for 
protection from COVID-19.

If you are asked to wear PPE for these tasks 
please ensure that the PPE: 

❏	Fits correctly (although we do not require  
‘face fit’ testing due to the low level of risk)

❏	Is free from damage

❏	Is compatible with other PPE 

❏	Is not causing you allergies or sensitisation 
(from repeated use)

 Report any issues with PPE to your line manager 

 Contractors must provide their own safety related 
documentation and PPE for protection against COVID-19 

 Advice on PPE is continually being updated by the Government 
and we are passing these updates to you directly as they 
occur, therefore a task that previously required PPE may 
suddenly not be required and vice versa. We will communicate 
any changes to you immediately 

 Government guidance encourages the use of ‘face coverings’ 
on public transport or your journey to work. This is not classed 
as PPE but the Government say it may have ‘some use’ in 
preventing the spread of COVID-19, therefore we would 
encourage you to use one 
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Cleaning and Disinfection
Cleaning and hygiene is now more important than ever. The following elements are critical 
parts of our cleaning processes to prevent the spread of COVID-19 and should be reviewed 
regularly for their effectiveness. 

Please familiarise yourself with any new cleaning 
requirements in your workplace and support each other 
to keep our premises clean and hygienic.

Report any concerns to your line manager.

1
Frequently 

Touched Objects 
or Surfaces

2
Common Area 

Cleaning

  3
Waste 

Management

4
Hand wash 

Facilities 

5
Checklists and 

Inspections 
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Screenshot 2020-05-18 at 18.14.24 
Screenshot 2020-05-18 at 18.14.24 
Screenshot 2020-05-18 at 18.14.24

High Touch Points

The average 
person touches 
300 surfaces in  

30 minutes!

High touch areas 
should be cleaned and 
disinfected regularly 

(ideally twice per day) to 
help prevent the spread 

of COVID-19 from 
person to person.
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Focus Areas
Along with High Touch points, pay attention to the following areas to ensure adequate cleaning and consider the following hygiene controls. 

Offices 

■	 Where possible have individual 
work areas/computers for each 
employee

■	 Keep welfare areas clean 

■	 Wipe office work surfaces with 
disinfectant regularly

■	 Ensure social distancing is 
adhered to 

Workshops 

■	 Each operative to have their  
own tools wherever possible 

■	 Where this is not possible 
ensure they are disinfected  
after each use

■	 Wipe work surfaces down 
regularly

Gyms 

■	 Gyms should remain closed until 
further notice

■	 Routine weekly cleaning to ensure 
that equipment is well maintained 
and they are safe to re-open 
following government instruction 

Public areas / toilets 

■	 Increase cleaning frequency in all 
public areas including toilets and 
keep a checklist to record cleaning

■	 Display posters to remind 
everyone of importance of 
personal hygiene measures

■	 Hand sanitiser to be available in 
reception for customer use

09
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Healthy working at home
Manager’s Guidance: Tips for Leading Remote Teams

During a pandemic, our teams may be required to occasionally or regularly work from home e.g. whilst self-isolating, if vulnerable or if government guidance requires it.  
Managing a team across different locations can be challenging, especially if it’s not something you or they are used to. Here are some tips to help with the transition and to 
make sure you’re providing your team with the support they need to work effectively.

Looking after your team's 
wellbeing
■	Check in on your team regularly
■	Encourage regular breaks, stretching, 

moving, and fresh air
■	Consider arranging a virtual lunch break 

to connect up with everyone
■	Look out for signs of challenges or 

changes in behaviour/body language
■	Ensure you make yourself available to 

catch up with team members 
■	It can be hard to achieve a comfortable 

work set up at home 
■	For help, please reach out to the H&S 

team who will help people complete an 
online assessment and will follow up by 
phone

■	Managers will then be contacted with 
recommendations for reasonable 
adjustments such as purchasing some 
ancillary equipment.

Please click on the links below to find 
information regarding: 

COVID19 Guidance

Line Manager’s ergonomics Guidance

Provide clarity
■	Create, share and agree ways of 

working so everyone knows their own 
and others' responsibilities

■	Make sure people are aware of the day's 
priorities

■	Ensure you celebrate small wins

Communication & visibility
■	As there will be less face to face contact, 

try to encourage video calling to 
enhance communication

■	Talk to you team to find out what 
works best for them

■	Check in more frequently with remote 
teams to check they're ok

■	Show kindness and empathy

Look after your own health
■	Role model good working practices
■	Take regular breaks
■	Take time away from your screen

Get the most from meetings
■	Use meetings effectively
■	Think about how you can help people 

feel connected
■	Agree guidelines for how to run 

meetings e.g. cameras on, good time 
keeping etc.

■	As meeting owner, make sure everyone 
has a chance to contribute

10
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Health and Wellbeing Support
During difficult times it is important to look after your own health and wellbeing. It can help to stay connected with others. Keep in touch with colleagues, friends and 
family where you can. Look after yourself and set aside time to prioritise self-care.

If you’re feeling anxious, isolated or need someone to talk to, remember that support is out there: 

Employee Assistance Program 
(EAP) via Lifeworks
Our external 24/7 anonymous hotline is 
available for all Unite employees and their 
family members. The EAP can help with 
personal, stress, financial, work or legal 
questions. Managers can also use this 
hotline for guidance on how to support 
their teams.

Please click HERE to find out more.

Virtual GP via Medicash 
All employees have access to a virtual 
GP via our new healthcare cash plan, 
Medicash. This will be particularly helpful 
in the current climate if you are unable to 
attend a GP surgery due to self-isolation. 
Medicash offer a range of healthcare 
benefits to choose from with cash-back to 
cover costs including dental and optical 
bills, physiotherapy, and even consultancy 
charges. As well as unlimited access to a 
Virtual GP service you’ll get:

■	 A wide range of therapy 
treatments covered

■	 Options to upgrade and 
include your partner 

■	 Free cover for your children 
up to their 24th birthday 
(if in full-time education)

Mental Health First Aiders 
(MHFA)
Our team of MHFAs are available to provide 
initial support to anyone who may be 
struggling by listening non-judgementally 
and signposting to professional support.

Email healthandsafety@unitestudents.com 
and we will provide you with a list of 
trained MHFAs. 

The Samaritans also offer free, confidential 
support 24-hours a day on 116 123 

Wellbeing Apps
You can also access apps to assist with 
anxiety, sleep, mindfulness and general 
relaxation such as Headspace, Woebot, 
Calm, and Sleep Sounds. 

11
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Daily Checklist:

Additional information
Additional information is available via:

The intranet (Hub) 

Contacting the H&S inbox: healthandsafety@unitestudents.com

Speaking to your Regional H&S Manager

Thank you!
Thank you for taking the time to learn about the precautions 

we need to take to keep you and your colleagues safe 
and healthy during the COVID-19 pandemic

❏	 Am I exhibiting any of the known 
symptoms of COVID-19? If yes, report 
to your line manager immediately.

❏	 Am I following the appropriate personal 
hygiene measures as per this handbook?

❏	 Do I have the appropriate PPE available 
to carry out today’s cleaning tasks? If 
not then report to your line manager.

❏	 Do I have access to the correct cleaning 
materials required to maintain 
adequate hygiene measures? 

❏	 Am I familiar with any new cleaning 
requirements in my workplace?

❏	 Am I able to maintain the appropriate 
social distancing measures of 2m? Do 
I know what to do if I cannot maintain 
this?

❏	 Do I need any support with my health 
and wellbeing or do I know who to 
contact if I need help?

12
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Thank you 
Thank you for being part of our 
incredible team and continuing to 
deliver our customers an excellent 
service at this difficult time.

Keep safe and well.

The Unite Group plc
South Quay House

Temple Back

Bristol BS1 6FL
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1 Introduction 

1.1 Purpose 

This document is designed to give the organisation a guide to how to operate 

buildings, office spaces and construction/project sites during the COVID-19 

pandemic.  

1.2  Scope 

This guide applies to all properties, office spaces and construction/project sites 

operated by Unite Students.  

1.3  Responsibilities 

The Operations Board and Property Board hold overall accountability for the 

effectiveness of COVID-19 mitigation measures.  

The Health and Safety Team are responsible for providing advice, guidance and 

instruction to management teams on how to operate safely during the COVID-19 

pandemic.  

The Procurement Team are responsible for sourcing and securing the relevant physical 

resources required for guidance contained in this document to be implemented 

effectively. The team will take ownership of the initial central order / rollout of physical 

measures and then provide guidance for how cities can order any subsequent 

requirements directly from suppliers. 

The Heads of Operations are responsible for providing the relevant resources to 

enable to the guidance to be implemented in the cities. This includes physical, 

financial and staffing resources. They are responsible for collating and escalating 

feedback regarding the effectiveness of measures in this document.  

The Area Managers are responsible for the measures contained in this guidance being 

implemented in their areas consistently.  

The Regional Estates Managers are responsible for managing the roll out of physical 

measures in properties in their area.  

The Operations Managers are responsible for these measures being implemented in 

each property under their control.  
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Employees are responsible for following this guidance and supporting students in 

properties to also follow the safe physical and hygiene measures set out in this 

document. 

1.4 Useful Contacts  

The following people/departments can be contacted regarding this document:  

 

Department / 

Person 

Contact Details Areas / 

Comments 

Health and 

Safety Team  

Healthandsafety@unitestudents.com  Can provide 

clarification / 

further guidance 

on H&S measures 

contained in this 

document 

Procurement 

Team  

procurement-team@unitestudents.com  Can provide 

advice on how to 

order physical 

items mentioned 

in this document 

Heads of 

Operations 

(HOPSs)   

Various  All operational 

questions relating 

to this document 

should be 

directed to the 

HOPs 

Communications 

Team  

Communication.Team@unitestudents.com  Can provide 

relevant internal 

posters / signs 

mentioned in this 

document 

Luke Blake  Luke.blake@unitestudents.com  If changes are 

required to this 

document please 

contact Luke 

Blake.  

 

 

 

mailto:Healthandsafety@unitestudents.com
mailto:procurement-team@unitestudents.com
mailto:Communication.Team@unitestudents.com
mailto:Luke.blake@unitestudents.com
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2 Operating Safely In City Properties 

2.1 Introduction 

This section covers the measures required to ensure city properties are minimising the 

risk of COVID-19.  

2.2 Social Distancing  

Everyone in the building should practice social distancing, keeping 2 meters between 

themselves and others, whenever possible. For employees this means limiting the 

number of people in the reception and office spaces.  

If meetings are held in the building, the number of people should be limited to allow 

for social distancing and these meetings should be held in a well ventilated area or 

outside, where the risk is significantly reduced.  

People should be encouraged to limit the number of people getting into the lifts at 

the same time to avoid crowding. People should only use the lifts with their own flat 

mates, taking the stairs, or waiting for the next lift if this is not possible. City team 

members should ensure there is enough of signage / guidance to encourage 

responsible use of lifts.  

2.3 Management of Teams 

Arranging the teams to minimise the amount of employees in a property will be key 

to maintaining social distancing and reducing the risk of infection. Two key measures 

to consider are:  

 Shift Patterns – The workforce should be spread throughout the day. Rather 

than working 9am – 5pm, teams should be spread throughout the entire day 

from 7am – 10pm. This will ensure staffing levels are evenly spread, reducing the 

numbers of employees in a building at any one time.  

 Creating fixed teams or partnerships – To reduce the amount of people are 

coming into contact with, consideration should be given to fixing teams or shifts 

so that where contact is unavoidable, this happens between the same people.  

2.4 Common Spaces 

Common areas should be frequently cleaned and disinfected to help prevent the 

spread of Covid-19 (as per Appendix A). Particular attention should be paid to 

cleaning and disinfecting frequently touched surfaces such as door handles, stairway 

railings, lift buttons, reception desks, push plates and laundry room equipment.  
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Within common rooms and offices, chairs, tables and sofas should be arranged to 

enable social distancing measures to remain e.g. ensuring the number of chairs is 

reduced and spaced apart.  

Consideration should be given to turning common rooms into study areas, to 

discourage large gatherings.  

Small common spaces, where social distancing is not possible, should be closed off 

entirely until the risk has reduced.  

2.5 Posters / Signage 

Posters and signs should be displayed to ensure staff and others entering and leaving 

should wash their hands often with soap and water for at least 20 seconds. These 

posters should be placed in reception areas, common rooms, toilets, kitchens, laundry 

rooms and offices.  

Posters should also be displayed reinforcing the social distance guidelines. These 

posters should be placed in reception areas, common rooms, kitchens, laundry rooms 

and offices. 

Within the reception area, floor marking should be present which encourage social 

distancing.  

Wall posters can be found on the Hub, under the COVID-19 page. The procurement 

team can advise on how to order floor markings and screens.  

2.6 Gyms   

All gyms should remain closed until the government lifts restrictions on commercial 

gyms. There should be signage displayed to make this clear to customers. Once 

commercial gyms can re-open, every gym in the Unite Students portfolio must follow 

government guidance once to re-open.  

2.7 Hand Sanitisers  

At the very least, hand sanitisers should be present on all reception desks. Where 

supply allows hand sanitisers should also be placed on the ground floor outside 

common rooms, offices, laundry rooms and lifts.  

2.8 Face Masks / Coverings 
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Staff should wear a face covering when they cannot maintain at least 2 meters of 

distance between themselves and others. A face mask/covering is any well-secured 

paper or cloth that covers the mouth and nose.  

It is essential that staff continue to practice social distancing and healthy hand 

hygiene even when wearing a face covering.  

The Procurement Team can assist with procuring face coverings (see 1.4).  

2.9 Reception Areas and Interacting with Customers 

If staff need to interact with students/customers, they should practice healthy hand 

hygiene and stay at least 2 meters from each other when possible. 

Signage on the walls and floors near reception should be in place to encourage 

customers to remain at least 2 meters away.  

In addition, clear screens should be erected on the reception desks. There should be 

enough screens to cover all employees on the reception desk. The Regional Estates 

Managers will be responsible for ensuring these screens are implemented consistently.   

Please see ‘1.4 Useful Contacts’ for ordering screens.  

2.10 Entering Flats 

If entry is required into a flat, the employee must maintain social distancing where 

possible. Before attempting entry, employees should attempt to contact the student 

by phone to see if entry can be avoided.  

If the student is self-isolating, the flat should not be entered (with the exception of Cat 

1 maintenance tasks or emergencies.  

If a face to face flat visit is required in a flat which is occupied the room access 

procedure should be followed (Appendix B).   

2.11 Post Services  

Normal post services are permitted in the properties. However; they must operate in 

line with social distancing and good hygiene advice and guidance. The following 

should be considered:  

 Offering set collection times for different clusters – this could aid in reducing the 

number of people attending the reception desk.  
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 Setting up an unmanned parcel drop-off and collection point – this would aid 

in reducing the contact with delivery drivers and students collecting parcels. 

These areas must be covered by CCTV, be out of public view and behind an 

access controlled door.  

PPE is not required for handling post.  

2.12 Check-in 

Check in needs to be pre-planned and well thought out at a property level. However, 

the following principles and actions need to be considered:  

 During check-in, social distancing must be adhered to. Where there is a risk that 

this may not happen, face coverings must be worn.  

 Consideration should be given to having allocated times when people can 

check in. This could be done on an individual basis in smaller properties. In 

larger properties, consideration should be given to doing this on a cluster or 

floor basis.  

 Lifts should be utilised as per 2.2 Social Distancing.  

 Employees should not get involved in moving or carrying student luggage, 

unless assistance is required due to mobility/disability issues.  

2.13 Key Management / Signing In   

The key management procedure should be followed throughout the COVID-19 

period. However, the following additions/alterations should be considered:  

 Prior to issuing keys, and following the return of keys, the keys should be 

thoroughly sanitised using sanitising wipes.  

 When signing guests/contractors in and out, the employee should physically 

sign the person in and out. This will enable the person to remain away from the 

reception desk and will remove a regular touch point, the pen used for signing 

in/out. 

2.14 One Way Systems 

Properties should look to identify whether one-way systems could be implemented. 

This could include having separate entrances and exit points, one-way systems in 

offices, common rooms and staircases (where more than one staircase is present).  

3 Operating Safely in Office Spaces (Inc. Property Office Spaces)  

3.1 Introduction  
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This section provides guidance on operating offices during COVID-19. This include 

office spaces in properties, South Quay House, Swan House and Peninsular House. 

Employees should only return to office working when asked to by their line manager.   

3.2 Office Arrangements 

Office spaces should be rearranged to allow for social distancing. This should include:  

 Moving desks/chairs to ensure employees are sitting at least 2 meters from one 

another.  

 The use of ‘hot-desks’ in offices should be eliminated where possible. 

 Arranging for people to work side by side or facing away from each other, 

rather than face-to-face. 

 Where lifts are in Unite control, restricting the use of lifts to those who need them 

for medical/disability reasons. In addition, installing clear signage that indicates 

that only 1 person at a time should use the lifts.   

 Consideration given to implementing one way systems e.g. one staircase is 

used for going up, and one staircase is used for going down.  

 Implementation of an enhanced cleaning regime, where regular touch points 

are cleaned twice daily. E.g. handrails, door handles/push points, IT equipment 

etc. 

3.3 Social Distancing 

Everyone in the building should practice social distancing until the eradication of 

Covid-19, whenever possible. Consideration should be given to utilising and 

encouraging flexible working, including:  

 Only coming into the office if required.  

 Implementing a shift pattern for those that do need to work from the office, 

e.g. only coming in on alternate days, or working different hours/shifts.  

3.4 Meetings 

Meetings should continue to take place virtually where possible. If a meeting is 

required in an office, the meeting should take place in a well ventilated area, where 

social distancing can be achieved. If possible, meetings should take place outside 

where the risk is significantly reduced. Lunches should not be provided for meetings, 

people are advised to cater for themselves.   

3.5 Lunch / Refreshment Provisions 
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Lunch breaks should be staggered between teams to minimise the amount of people 

taking breaks at one time.  

Coffee machines, kettles, vending machines and other refreshment provisions can 

remain but employees should be encouraged to sanitise them before and after use. 

Sanitising wipes should be provided for these purposes.  

Employees should be encouraged to prepare food at home, rather than having food 

delivered to the office.  

3.6 Signage/Posters 

Posters and signs should be displayed to ensure staff and others entering and leaving 

should wash their hands often with soap and water for at least 20 seconds. Posters 

should also be displayed reinforcing the social distance guidelines. These posters 

should be displayed throughout the building.  

Floor markings should be present which encourage people to remain 2 meters apart.  

Wall posters can be found on the Hub, under the COVID-19 page. The procurement 

team can advise on how to order floor markings and screens.  

3.7 Interacting with Visitors 

Employees should be discouraged from having visitors to the office. If staff need to 

interact with visitors, they should practice healthy hand hygiene and maintain social 

distancing. 

Signage on the walls and floor near reception areas should be in place to encourage 

visitors to maintain social distancing. If this is not practical or possible there should be 

a clear screen erected on the reception desk.  

If visitors use meeting rooms, it is the host’s responsibility to sanitise the meeting room 

following the visit.  

4 Travel and Operating Safely in Vehicles 

4.1 Introduction 

This guidance is help understand how to keep safe during the COVID-19 pandemic 

whilst travelling and using a vehicle. Standard vehicle risk assessments, usage 

agreements and inspections should still be adhered to. 

4.2 General Travel Advice 
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To help keep employees and others safe, people should not travel if they: 

 Are experiencing any coronavirus symptoms.  

 Are self-isolating as a result of coronavirus symptoms or sharing a household 

with somebody with symptoms.  

 Are clinically extremely vulnerable (see 7.3).  

If travel is required, the safest option is to walk or cycle. Where this is not possible a 

private car, taxi or work vehicle should be used (see 4.3).  

Whilst public transport should be seen as the last resort, it is acknowledged that this 

cannot be avoided in some circumstances. If public transport is used, the following 

advice should be considered:  

 Plan ahead – not all public transport providers are operating a normal service.  

 If you can, travel at off-peak times. Transport operators can advise on off-peak 

times. Managers should look to agree alternative or flexible working hours to 

support this. 

 Where possible, book travel online through the transport provider’s ticketing 

app or website, and consider contactless payment to buy tickets. 

 Take a less busy route and reduce the number of changes (for example 

between bus and train).  

 Where social distancing is not possible people should keep the time they spend 

near others as short as possible, avoiding physical contact and wearing a face 

covering where available.   

 Start and/or end the journey using a station or mode of transport known to be 

quieter or more direct. For example, walking the first or last mile of the journey, 

or alight at an earlier station, where this is possible. 

 Once the journey has been completed, people should wash their hands for at 

least 20 seconds as soon as possible.  

4.3 Work Vehicle Use Considerations 

Before using any vehicle several considerations should be taken into account. 

Minimise Travel – All non-essential travel should be avoided. 

Vehicle Consistency – Consider assigning vehicles to individuals/teams to minimise 

cross contamination risk.   

Social Distancing – In instances where travel cannot be avoided, social distancing 

should be adhered to where possible.  
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Keep to one person per vehicle, if not possible; 

 Middle van seats should remain unoccupied for social distancing measures. 

 Use diagonal car seats to distance for social distancing measures e.g. driver 

seat and near side rear passenger seat. 

 Due to the close proximity of employees inside vehicles it is strongly advised to 

wear a face covering while in the same vehicle. 

 Where possible, work should be conducted in fixed pairs to minimise contact. 

4.4 Vehicle Supplies and Operation 

Each company vehicle (and private vehicles being used for company use) should 

have sufficient supplies of the following. 

 Antiviral wipes 

 Hand sanitiser 

 Rubbish bag 

 Disposable gloves 

Before Entering a Vehicle 

Employees should be encouraged to wash their hands and sanitise the key before 

entering a vehicle. 

The following frequent touch points should be cleaned before beginning a journey 

1. Door handles – internal and external 

2. Steering wheel 

3. Handbrake 

4. Indicators 

5. Gear Stick 

6. Window controls 

7. Mirror/mirror controls 

8. Radio/Satnav buttons and touch screen 

9. Clip board with driving checks/pen 

10. Fuel Card 

Refuelling 

When refuelling a vehicle, employees should use disposable gloves which should be 

disposed of before re-entering. Vehicle fuel cards should be wiped clean before they 

are put away and hands should be sanitised before touching interior controls. 

5 Operating Safely on Construction Sites 
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5.1 Introduction 

This section provides guidance on the safe operation of construction sites and large 

projects during the COVID-19 pandemic.  

On-site Unite will follow the principal contractors COVID-19 measures where this falls 

under CDM Regulations.   

The Unite client representative (F&G) will carry out 2 weekly audits to review the 

contractor’s current COVID-19 measures ensuring they are being implemented as 

intended.  

Any projects that are being managed by uS and are not CDM projects will follow the 

uS guidance below, in terms of COVID-19 safe working practices. 

5.2 CDM 2015 

 Where the project falls under the CDM regulations 2015 the Principal 

Contractor is required to carry out a full COVID-19 review, and establish suitable 

controls measures through specific COVID-19 RAMS.  Where a member of the 

uS project team is required to conduct a site visit, they must ensure they have 

received the COVID-19 Briefing and reviewed and signed onto the Principal 

Contractors the site specific RAMS. 

 For any visit to project sites, the uS PM or Line Manager will document the 

requirement for attending site and will establish if the visit should be classed as 

“essential”.  uS should endeavour to reduce the requirement for site visits where 

possible. 

 Where uS have agreed that the visit is of an essential nature then a Risk 

Assessment and Method Statement must be produced for the site visit / project.  

The RAMS should detail the nature of the visit itself and include travelling to and 

from the locations. 

 For all CDM Projects uS have engaged the services of a Health and Safety 

Consultancy who discharge the roles of Clients Representative and Principal 

Designer.  Part of this role requires them to carry out ad-hoc audits and 

inspections on uS project sites.  As part of this agreement, the consultancy 

carries out two weekly site audits to ensure that all COVID-19 management 

controls are in place and are being implemented as intended.  

 

Please note: staff from other buildings who want to visit site should not be permitted, 

as this would not be classed as a non-essential site visit i.e. maintenance, estates, 

Ops Managers etc. 
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5.3 Contractor Expectations 

Every business in the UK is required to assess the risk of COVID-19 and minimise the risk 

where work is continuing / recommencing. Prior to carrying out any work, contractors 

must provide Unite Students with this risk assessment, which should be reviewed and 

approved by one of the following:  

 For local property works/projects – Regional Health and Safety Manager 

and/or Regional Estates Manager. 

 For company-wide projects / large construction sites – Group Health and Safety 

Managers and/or Head of Health and Safety 

  

Unite Students has an established Contractor Management Procedure for those 

attending site, either for visiting or to carry out work.  This procedure will remain in 

place; however, site-specific infection control measures must be communicated to 

the Contractor and RAMs must be in place and approved to ensure effective 

COVID-19 controls are in place. 

If, following the risk assessment, the contractor cannot reduce the risk to students and 

employees the work must not commence/continue.     

5.4 Social Distancing and Work Arrangements 

The following measures should be considered to minimise the risk of infection whilst 

operating on a building site or project site:  

 Reducing movement by discouraging non-essential trips within buildings and 

sites. For example, restricting access to some areas. 

 Reducing job rotation and equipment rotation, for example, single tasks for the 

day. 

 Implementing one-way systems where possible on walkways around the site. 

 Using signage such as ground markings or being creative with other objects to 

mark out 2m to allow controlled flows of people moving throughout the site. 

 Reducing occupancy of vehicles used for onsite travel. 

 Separating sites into working zones to keep different groups of workers 

physically separated as much as practical. 

 Planning site access and ‘area of safety’ points to enable social distancing. 

 Reducing the number of people in attendance at site inductions and consider 

holding them outdoors wherever possible with social distancing. 

 Regulating use of high traffic areas including corridors, lifts, turnstiles and 

walkways to maintain social distancing. 
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5.5 Signage/Posters 

Posters and signs should be displayed at site entrances to identify the social distancing 

requirement of the site.  

There should be signage throughout the site to ensure staff and others on site are 

remaining 2 metres apart (where possible) and following hand washing guidance.   

Wall posters can be found on the Hub, under the COVID-19 page. The procurement 

team can advise on how to order floor markings and screens.  

5.6 Cleaning and Hygiene  

To reduce the risk of infection on site, the following should be considered:  

 Frequent cleaning of work areas and equipment between uses, using usual 

cleaning products. 

 Frequent cleaning of objects and surfaces that are touched regularly, such as 

buckets, site equipment and control panels, and making sure there are 

adequate disposal arrangements. 

 Clearing workspaces and removing waste and belongings from the work area 

at the end of shift. 

 Sanitisation of all hand tools, controls, machinery and equipment after use. 

 Providing additional handwashing facilities, for example, pop-ups, particularly 

on a large site or where there are significant numbers of personnel on site. 

 Providing regular reminders and signage to maintain hygiene standards. 

 Providing hand sanitisers in multiple locations in addition to washrooms. 

 Setting clear use and cleaning guidance for toilets to ensure they are kept 

clean and social distancing is achieved as much as possible. 

 Providing more waste facilities and more frequent rubbish collection than usual.  

 

6 Dealing with Emergencies During COVID-19 

During emergency situations, the priority is keeping people safe and out of immediate 

danger.  This means that it may not be possible to apply social distancing measures 

during a building evacuation and emergency exits should be used as per 

normal.  Once outside and out of danger, normal social distancing measures should 

resume where possible.  

Property and office occupants should follow the building’s standard fire evacuation 

procedure if there is a fire alarm, and fire safety should not be compromised. However, 

Fire RVPs should be examined to identify whether social distancing can take place. If 
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social distancing cannot take place in the designated RVP, the following should be 

considered:  

 Identifying multiple RVPs to spread building occupants. 

 Advising occupants to disperse from the area for a set period following the 

evacuation.  

 Utilising the secondary locations contained within the property business 

continuity plan to send occupants to.   

7 Vulnerable Employees & Self-Isolation  

7.1 Self-Isolation 

There will be times during the COVID-19 period that employees will need to take time 

off to self-isolate. This will usually follow the employee showing symptoms of COVID-19 

or living with someone is suffering from, or showing symptoms of, COVID-19.  

It is important that employees are instructed to self-isolate for the entire period 

prescribed by the NHS. Isolations must be recorded in Core HR as ‘COVID-19 

isolations’, and not sickness. Logging this incorrectly will result in issues with employees 

pay.  

Please refer to the COVID – 19 absence and time off process on the Hub.  

7.2 Managing Vulnerable & Extremely Vulnerable Employees 

All vulnerable, and extremely vulnerable employees (see 7.3 and 7.4) should 

complete a COVID-19 Employee Assessment (Appendix C) to assess whether they are 

safe to work in a property or office location.  

‘Clinically extremely vulnerable individuals’ (see below) who are at higher risk of 

severe illness must take extra care in observing social distancing and must be helped 

to work from home, either in their current role or in an alternative role. They must not 

be asked or permitted to work from a property or office location. 

‘Clinically vulnerable individuals’ (see below) should be helped to work from, in either 

their current or alternative role. Where this is not possible, the line manager should 

complete a risk assessment, contained in the COVID-19 Employee Assessment to 

identify how the risk of transmission can be reduced. If the risk cannot be reduced, 

the employee must not be permitted to work from an office or property location.  
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If an employee is caring for, or living with, a clinically vulnerable (or extremely 

vulnerable) person they can work from an office or property location providing they 

can observe social distancing.  

7.3 Clinically Extremely Vulnerable People 

Clinically extremely vulnerable are those who have been advised to shield for 12 

weeks due to existing or underlying health conditions. This may include the following 

people.  

 Solid organ transplant recipients. 

 People with specific cancers: 

 people with cancer who are undergoing active chemotherapy 

 people with lung cancer who are undergoing radical radiotherapy 

 people with cancers of the blood or bone marrow such as leukaemia, 

lymphoma or myeloma who are at any stage of treatment 

 people having immunotherapy or other continuing antibody treatments 

for cancer 

 people having other targeted cancer treatments which can affect the 

immune system, such as protein kinase inhibitors or PARP inhibitors 

 people who have had bone marrow or stem cell transplants in the last 6 

months, or who are still taking immunosuppression drugs 

 People with severe respiratory conditions including all cystic fibrosis, severe 

asthma and severe chronic obstructive pulmonary (COPD). 

 People with rare diseases that significantly increase the risk of infections (such 

as SCID, homozygous sickle cell). 

 People on immunosuppression therapies sufficient to significantly increase risk 

of infection. 

 Women who are pregnant with significant heart disease, congenital or 

acquired. 

7.4 Clinically Vulnerable People 

Clinically vulnerable people are those who are: 

 Aged 70 or older (regardless of medical conditions). 

 Under 70 with an underlying health condition listed below (that is, anyone 

instructed to get a flu jab each year on medical grounds): 

 Chronic (long-term) mild to moderate respiratory diseases, such as asthma, 

chronic obstructive pulmonary disease (COPD), emphysema or bronchitis.  

 Chronic heart disease, such as heart failure.  
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 Chronic kidney disease.  

 Chronic liver disease, such as hepatitis.  

 Chronic neurological conditions, such as Parkinson’s disease, motor 

neurone disease, multiple sclerosis (MS), or cerebral palsy.  

 Diabetes.  

 A weakened immune system as the result of certain conditions, treatments 

like chemotherapy, or medicines such as steroid tablets.  

 Being seriously overweight (a body mass index (BMI) of 40 or above).  

 Pregnant women.  

8 Interview Guidance 

It will be necessary to interview prospective employees during the COVID-19 period. 

However, interviews must be conducted in a way that keeps the interviewer/s and 

interviewee as safe as reasonably practicable. The following guidance should be 

followed:  

 Face to face interviews should only be done if unavoidable – video interviews 

should be used where available. 

 Do not force a candidate to do a face to face interview. If they are not 

comfortable, find a way to carry out a video interview, and do not hold it 

against them if they are uneasy about it. 

 If face to face interviews are conducted, only one candidate may attend at 

once – no group interviews or assessment centres are permitted. 

 During face to face interviews always maintain two metres distance from the 

interviewee at all times.  

 If outside space is available and the weather is suitable, then the interview 

should be conducted outside. 

 Failing this, interview in a common room or spacious reception area if you have 

one. Avoid interviewing in small offices. 

 Do not shake hands with the interviewee (the candidate will be briefed in 

advance to avoid them feeling awkward about this). 

 Do not pass the interviewee anything (the candidate will be told to bring a 

bottle of water so the interviewee does not have to pass them a drink). 

 Wipe down anything they have touched afterwards, such as door handles, 

chair handles, door buttons etc. 

 

 

 

Note: This guidance may change, and this document will reflect the latest guidance. 
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Appendix A – Public Area/Workplace Cleaning Checklist 

As a result of the ongoing COVID-19 Pandemic it is important that we ensure that we 

minimise the risk of infection where possible, this therefore places particular 

importance on our hygiene and cleaning procedures for landlord / common 

circulation areas.  

This document sets out the key considerations and steps that should be undertaken 

to ensure we maintain high levels of hygiene in our workplaces and in landlord areas. 

Hi Touch Areas 

There are two commonly accepted methods for the COVID-19 virus to spread. Person 

to person remains the highest risk however the virus can also be spread by touching 

surfaces that have previously been touched by an infected person who has not 

followed the recommend government guidance 

Operating our buildings involves large volumes of customers, employees and 

contractors moving around and therefore we must understand the points that they 

are likely to come into contact with and then ensure there is a regular cleaning regime 

in place to minimise the risk.  

Hi touch areas are locations that are regularly touched by employees, contractors 

and customers. Examples would include handrails, lift buttons, door handles, light 

switches, desk surfaces or computer keyboards.  

The operations team should take time to review landlord/circulation areas and work 

spaces and identify where these areas are. They could be marked up using a sticker 

anything that would help people identify them. Once identified this will help 

employees maintain the cleaning regime.  

Cleaning Procedure 

Please ensure you have read and understood the related TAR documentation prior 

to commencing the task:  

 COSHH safety data sheets for cleaning chemicals 

 COSHH risk assessments for cleaning chemicals 

If you have any questions about this process or your safety, please contact your line 

manager or your Regional H&S Manager. 

You will need  
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 Personal Protective Equipment – Ensure you wash your hands before and 

immediately after removing PPE 

 Gloves 

 Mask 

NOTE: No cleaning should take place without employees having the correct PPE 

being in place to safely carry out the task 

Equipment 

 Disposable cloths or Blue Roll 

 Bin Bag 

Chemicals  

 Jangro Cleaner Disinfectant 

 Procedure 

 Ensure you have washed your hands using hot water and soap 

 Put on the PPE (gloves, face mask)  

 Identify HI touch points in the areas to be cleaned 

 The disinfectant is delivered via a spray bottle and should be properly mixed 

(24ml of chemical per 600ml of water). The preparation of this should be in line 

with the associated COSHH MSDS and Risk Assessment  

 Spray the surface to be cleaned and leave for 30 seconds to allow time for the 

chemical to work. 

 Wipe the surface with a disposable cloth/blue roll and dispose of in bin liner. 

 Once the area is complete, double bag, tie and store for 72 hours prior to 

disposal in general waste. 

 After duties are finished remove PPE and dispose of safely. Double bag used 

PPE and dispose of in general waste or dispose of in a clinical waste bag 

 Wash hands with hot and soapy water thoroughly for at least 20 seconds 

 Goggles would be optional. We are not washing down surfaces in the same 

way we would in flats as in the TAR procedure and therefore there is minimal 

risk from aerosol. 

 Disinfecting wipes should be available for workspaces to allow keyboards and 

desks to be wiped down after each use. 

Frequency requirement should be defined but the Operations Team as it would 

depend on occupancy and usage. 
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Appendix B – Access Policy (Flats and Bedrooms- occupied) – Coronavirus  

48 Hrs notice must be given to residents before entering any occupied areas, except 

in the event of an emergency.  

Entry procedure into occupied areas is as follows:  

 Ensure you have washed your hands using hot water and soap. 

 Put on the PPE - gloves, goggles, apron and face mask if the person is self-

isolating. If the person is not suspected to be suffering from symptoms of COVID-

19, gloves and a face covering should still be worn.  

 Enter Amber Alert (or Red Alert in emergencies) on Lone Worker device. 

 Knock loudly. 

 If no answer, unlock door, knock and shout loudly. Proceed with caution until 

resident replies. 

 Identify yourself immediately. 

 If resident is not present, ensure you identify yourself on resident’s return. 

 If student is present and denies access leave the room and record.  

 If the student is present, ask the student remove themselves to another area a 

minimum of 2m away or into the en-suite whilst any work is completed.  

 Thank the student for their time.  

 Sanitise any keys or cards used for access.  

 After duties are finished remove PPE and dispose of safely. Double bag used 

PPE and dispose of in general waste or dispose of in a clinical waste bag 

 Wash hands with hot and soapy water thoroughly.  

When entering and leaving a flat, please lock the flat door behind you. On your 

departure please also close any windows that you have opened. 

*Do not let anybody follow you into the building 

*Do not unlock any doors for residents- please direct them to reception 
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Appendix C – COVID – 19 Employee Assessment 

Name  

Job Role  

Line Manager  

Date  

 

Are you classed as ‘clinically extremely vulnerable’ due the following?  

 Being a solid organ transplant recipient. 

 Undergoing active chemotherapy.  

 Diagnosed with lung cancer and undergoing radical radiotherapy 

 Diagnosed with cancers of the blood or bone marrow such as leukaemia, 

lymphoma or myeloma who are at any stage of treatment 

 Having immunotherapy or other continuing antibody treatments for cancer 

 Having other targeted cancer treatments which can affect the immune 

system, such as protein kinase inhibitors or PARP inhibitors 

 Have had bone marrow or stem cell transplants in the last 6 months, or who 

are still taking immunosuppression drugs 

 Severe respiratory conditions including all cystic fibrosis, severe asthma and 

severe chronic obstructive pulmonary (COPD). 

 Diagnosed with rare diseases that significantly increase the risk of infections 

(such as severe combined immunodeficiency (SCID), homozygous sickle 

cell). 

 On immunosuppression therapies sufficient to significantly increase risk of 

infection. 

 Pregnant with significant heart disease, congenital or acquired. 

 

YES NO 

 

If ‘YES’ is answered to the above question stop the assessment here. The employee 

MUST be helped to work from home, either in their current role or in an alternative 

role. If this is not possible, please see the Absence guidance and ensure that the 

employee’s absence is recorded appropriately.  
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Are you over the age of 70? 

YES NO 

Are you classed as ‘clinically vulnerable’ due to being diagnosed with any of the 

following health conditions:  

 Chronic (long-term) mild to moderate respiratory diseases, such as asthma, 

chronic obstructive pulmonary disease (COPD), emphysema or bronchitis 

 Chronic heart disease, such as heart failure 

 Chronic kidney disease 

 Chronic liver disease, such as hepatitis 

 Chronic neurological conditions, such as Parkinson’s disease, motor 

neurone disease, multiple sclerosis (MS), or cerebral palsy 

 Diabetes 

 A weakened immune system as the result of certain conditions, treatments 

like chemotherapy, or medicines such as steroid tablets 

 Being seriously overweight (a body mass index (BMI) of 40 or above) 

 Pregnant women 

YES NO 

If ‘NO’ is answered to the above questions, the employee can return to work in a 

property/office. If ‘YES’ is answered to any of the above questions, the following 

MUST be completed to assess whether the employee can return to an 

property/office location 

Can the employee carry out a role/activity that keeps them at least 2m from 

others at all times, and does not involve additional risk such as interacting with 

customers and reception duties?  

YES NO 

If ‘NO’ is answered to the above question, the employee MUST be helped to work 

from home, either in their current role or in an alternative role. If this is not possible, 

please see the Absence guidance and ensure that the employee’s absence is 

recorded appropriately. If ‘YES’, the following risk assessment must be completed by 

the line manager and Regional Health and Safety Manager.  
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What activities/role the employee will be carrying out? 

 

Please describe the measures that are being taken to reduce the risk of COVID-19 

transmission.  

 

 

What supervision will be in place to ensure the above measures are effective?  

 

 

Following the implementation of the above measures are there any additional 

risks that need to be reduced?  

 

 

Has the employee been involved in agreeing the above measures 

YES NO 

Once complete, the above risk assessment MUST be reviewed on a monthly basis. 

Please submit a copy of this form to HRAdmin@Unitestudents.com for the employee 

P File. 

 

 

mailto:HRAdmin@Unitestudents.com
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Appendix D – Document Control Information 

Document Management  

Document Ref / Title Operating Safely During COVID-19 

Version # 2020.1.1 Status Live 

Classification  Restricted (most employees have access) 

Reason for development  To ensure the organisation is operating safely during COVID-19 

Summary of changes  

Applicable parties   

Author(s) (name / title) Luke Blake – Head of Operational Risk and Resilience  

Owner (name / title) Steve Batley – Property Services Director  

Function  Health and Safety  

Approved by (name/ 

title) 
 

Date Approved Click or tap to enter a date. 

Review date Click or tap to enter a date. 

Location  

Distribution All Managers  

Consultation  

☐ Data Protection        ☒ Communications ☐ NCC / ECC ☒ City Teams 

☐ Service Delivery ☐ IT Service Desk        ☒ IT ☐ Legal 

☐ Finance - AR  ☐ Finance - Treasury    ☐ InfoSec ☒ HR 

☐ Finance - AP   ☒ Procurement ☒ H&S     ☐ Sales 

☒ Estates    ☐ Environment ☐ Marketing ☐ Asset Management 

☐ Digital    ☒ Office Support ☐ PMO 
☐ Business 

Intelligence 

☐ Commercial 

Finance 

☐ Acquisition / 

Development  
☒ Student Services ☐  

Version History (copy and paste from top section to here as a record) 

Version 
Date 

approved 
Author Summary of changes  

1.1 10/06/20 L Blake  Vulnerable Person Category 
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Activity: COVID-19 Secure Workplace 

 

City/Department: All Properties and Head Offices  Ref: Version: 

0001 

Hazards Who is affected? 

(Employees, 

Contractors, 

Customers,) 

Control Measures  

(What do we have in place?) 

Additional Control Measures (Site 

Specific/Local controls) 

 

Access and Egress Employees/ 

Contractor/ 

Customers 

 Only essential visits to sites should be permitted 

 All contractors to provide Risk Assessments & Method Statements (RAMS) prior to attendance to 

confirm measures they will be taking to reduce the risk from infection 

 Unite Students Contractor Management procedure should be followed to ensure that contractors are 

properly inducted and understand the site specific measures 

 All employees should be made aware of the “Operating safely during COVID-19 Guidance”  

 All visitors to site must sign in and out 

 Regular supervision of contractors to ensure they are adhering to their RAMs  

 Regular monitoring of landlord areas and workspaces to ensure effective housekeeping 

 Ensure that the measures outlined in the 

Operating Safely during COVID-19 are 

implemented fully (including ordering of 

screens, stickers and floor markings) 

Provision of employee 

welfare and social areas – 

increased infection risk 

Employees/ 

Contractors 

 Remove furniture to reduce the number of people able to use welfare or social settings and 

encourage adherance to social distancing 

 Stagger start and break times for employees  

 Contractor Management procedure should be followed to ensure that contractors are properly 

inducted and understand the site specific measures 

 High Touch points should be highlighted and regular cleaning implemented. 

 Provide cleaning materials and blue roll  

 Appropriate signage to remind employees to maintain social distancing and a clean environment 

 There should be no open food storage, no buffet style food and all food should be individually 

wrapped 

 All employees should be made aware of the “Operating Safely during COVID-19 city team Response 

plan” 

 Ensure the measures outlined in the plan are implemented and maintained  

 Designate maximum number of users per area – supported with appropriate signage. 

 Social distancing should be maintained at 

all times, if this is not possible then re-

arrange your break with your line manager 

and return later.  

 Outdoor space should be prioritsed if 

possible but Social Distancing should be 

maintained. 

Provision of customer 

welfare and social areas – 

increased infection risk 

Customers • Remove or re-arrange furniture to reduce the number of people able to use welfare or social settings  

• Increase patrols through common spaces to reiterate the social distancing requirements 

• Contractor Management procedure should be followed to ensure that contractors are properly 

inducted and understand the site specific measures 

• Provide cleaning materials and blue roll – ensure that COSHH data sheets are available upon request 

• Appropriate signage to remind users to social distance and maintain clean environment 

 Review all common areas and shared 

spaced to ensure Social Distancing is easier. 

E.g common space to study desks that are 

2 m apart. 
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• High Touch points should be highlighted and regular cleaning implemented. E.g. public Toilets 

 Designate maximum number of users per area – supported with appropriate signage. 

Workplace - infection risk Employees/  

Contractors 

• Remove furniture to support the maintenance of Social Distancing whilst working – where this is not 

possible then furniture should be arranged to promote back to back working 

 Where the task requires a two person lift or in the event Social Distancing cannot be maintained then 

PPE should be worn. This should include a face covering. 

• Stagger start and break times for employees  

• Contractor Management procedure should be followed to ensure that contractors are properly 

inducted and understand the site specific measures 

• Provide cleaning materials and blue roll  

• Appropriate signage to remind users to maintain social distancing and clean environment 

• All employees should be made aware of the “Operating Safely during COVID-19 city team Response 

plan” 

• Ensure the measures outlined in the plan are implemented and maintained e.g. screens and floor 

markings  

 High Touch points should be highlighted and regular cleaning implemented. E.g. Keyboards, desks, 

tools etc.  

• Designate maximum number of users per area – supported with appropriate signage. 

 Ensure adequate handwash facilities are available at all times and these are regularly inspected 

 “Hot Desking” is not permitted, but if desks have to be shared they must be disinfected before and 

after each use 

 Where the job role allows then employees should still be encouraged to work from home wherever 

possible 

 Use natural ventilation where possible if not ensure that air handling systems are propertly maintained 

 If an employee is suspected as having COVID-19 then close the office for 72 hours and deep clean 

following the principles of PPE as set out in the Unite Students TAR procedure. If a closures is not possible 

then a third party cleaning company should be used 

 Ensure all employees have access to and have read the “Unite COVID-19 Handbook” 

 Vulnerable People – refer to section 7 of the “Operating Safely during COVID -19” guide 

 For activity that involves access behind the flat door all employees should be trained on the Unite 

Students TAR Procedure which outlines the controls required 

 Designate maximum number of users per area – supported with appropriate signage 

 

 Install new Hygiene posters in public areas 

and toilets 

 Ensure all employees classed at 

‘Vulnerable’ or ‘extremely vulnerable’ have 

completed the “COVID-19 Employee 

Assessment” and returned a copy to HR 
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Use of company vehicles – 

infection control 

Employees  Minimise Travel – All non-essential travel should be avoided 

 Vehicle Consistency – Consider assigning vehicles to individuals/teams to minimise cross contamination 

risk 

 Social Distancing – In instances where travel cannot be avoided, social distancing should be adhered 

to where possible 

 Keep to one person per vehicle, if not possible; 

 Middle van seats should remain unoccupied for social distancing measures 

 Use diagonal car seats to distance for social distancing measures e.g. driver seat and near side 

rear passenger seat 

 Due to the close proximity of employees inside vehicles it is strongly advised to wear a face covering 

while in the same vehicle 

 Where possible, work should be conducted in fixed pairs to minimise contact 

 Each company vehicle (and private vehicles being used for company use) should have sufficient 

supplies of the following:  

 Anti-viral wipes 

 Hand sanitiser 

 Rubbish bags 

 Disposable gloves 

 Review further measures from the 

“Operating Safely during COVID-19” 

guidance document 

Customer Service 

Interactions – Infection 

Employees/ 

Customers 

 Employees are to review customer activity and interactions in line with the “Operating Safely during 

COVID-19” guidance document 

  Highlight opportunity to remove the requirement for face to face interaction (Voice or Video calls), or 

impose engineereed solutions such as screens, one way systems, PPE and barriers 

 Additionally review controls such as appointments for parcel collection/drop offs 

 Signage and other visual reminders will help maintain social distancing and good practice 

 During any face to face interations, face covering should be worn at all times 

 Keys being returned should be santised before being allocated for check in 

 Sanister is to be available on the reception desk at all times  

 Emergency Response e.g. Fire Evacuations – Despite the importance of COVID-19 the protection of life 

during an emergency situation is our priority and therefore the emphasis should be on this during a 

serious incident. All efforts to maintain social distancing and infection control should be taken wherever 

possible.  

 Operations teams to plan the flow of 

customers through the building to ensure 

minimum interactions and the proportionate 

controls to properly manage risk. 

 Site teams to review the property Business 

Continuity Plan and other associated 

documents to ensure COVID-19 is properly 

represented. E.g. review fire assembly points 

to reduce pressure on social distancing 

 Install new posters covering social 

distancing and perosnal hygiene in 

reception and common areas 

High touch areas and poor 

housekeeping – increased 

infection risk 

Employee/ 

Contractor/ 

Customer 

Housekeeping Supervisors should: 

 Ensure all High Touch Points are identified and a cleaning schedule is developed to ensure adequate 

cleaning and disinfection 

 Ensure High Touc points, common areas and public toilets are regularly inspected for cleanliness 

 Provide cleaning materials and equipment in line with the approved list  

 Install new posters covering social 

distancing and perosnal hygiene in 

reception and common areas 
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 Assessment Completed By : ( Please Print) 

Unite Students Health and Safety Team 

 

Signature: 

H&S Team  

  

Date: 

1st June 2020 

** All risk assessments will be reviewed on an annual basis or following significant change or accident/incident.  Dates of review will be maintained on control sheet. 

 

 Ensure training and supervision has been provided to employees on cleaning standards 

 Wall posters and other support collateral is ordered via The Hub. 

 Review “Operating Safely During COVID-19” Guidance  

Development – Visting 

construction sites where the 

Principle Contractor is 

responsible for Health and 

Safety and COVID-19 control 

Employees/ 

Contractors 

 All visitors should be provided with a site induction and daily briefing. 

 Unite Students have produced a Risk Assessment for Door to Door travel to sites – all employees 

engaged with visiting new-build sites should be familiar with this Risk Assessment 

 Essential visits and travel only 

 Employees must adhere to controls imposed by Principle Contractor – if at any point an employees feel 

uncomfortable then they should leave site and inform their line manager 
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Framework

Student Services

Students Services provides 1 to1 
information and support to students for 
whom there are welfare related concerns. 
These include, but are not limited to 
disabilities, emotional wellbeing concerns 
and health-related issues. 

Unite’s framework is in line with, and 
complementary to, HEI Student Services 
provision, without duplicating effort. 

The service aims to manage welfare-related 
concerns in a consistent manner and 
encourages pro-active activities throughout 
the academic year. 

COVID-19 adaptations to our usual service 
are given in red throughout.
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Framework

Student Services & 
Welfare Manager

Student Services & Welfare Managers are 
responsible for oversight, monitoring and 
reporting of all wellbeing-related cases, 
including compliance with the risk-based 
escalation model. 

Regional SS&WMs hold the subject matter 
expertise and will oversee and assist cities 
managing student wellbeing cases. 
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Framework

Welfare Leads
Welfare Leads deal with low-risk student welfare cases. Their main 
responsibility is to remain alert to students who may be having difficulties 
and to assist their peers to do the same. Welfare leads also escalate 
medium risk and high-risk cases to their Supervisor, Operations Manager 
or Area Manager.

• Welfare Leads work within a defined risk and ethical framework,

• Discuss and review all city cases on a regular basis with the regional 
SS&WM,

• Act as the point of contact for warden/RA in the property (where they 
exist) making proactive steps to build and maintain relationships, 

• Develop a depth of knowledge about the HEI support services available 
(and the pathways for access) and refer students to them. 

• Welfare lead numbers will be maintained, additional training provided 
(for example on domestic violence) and will able to offer welfare checks 
using digital channels where appropriate.   
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Framework

Student Services & Welfare Management

5

Student wellbeing is an integral 
part of running student 
accommodation, as the 
University Mental Health Charter 
makes clear.

Within the structure of our city 
operations, employees at each 
level have a clear accountability 
for actions and risk management 
to support the wellbeing of our 
residents.

This supports both employees 
and students.
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Framework

Common 
Wellbeing Issues
• Anxiety 

• Bereavement

• Bullying and harassment 

• Enduring mental illness 

• Eating disorders

• Self-harm

• Suicidal thoughts and attempts 

• Victim of crime  

It is anticipated that the number and 
complexity of issues will increase as a result of 
COVID-19 and we are planning on that basis
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Risk

Risk Management

Risk management is integral to Student Services work. 

The six categories of risks are: 

• Student presents a safety risk to themselves.

• Student presents a safety risk to others.

• The student case holds a legal risk to the business. 

• The student case holds a reputational risk to the business.

• The student case is having a detrimental impact on the wellbeing of other students.

• The student is the case is having a detrimental impact on the wellbeing of Unite employees.

The 6 risk factors above are being increased to 7 to include COVID-19 for consideration in all 
incidents. 
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Risk

Risk Categorisation Tool

8

• No parent/guardian support or 
refusal to notify

• Social services involvement 

• Mental ill health/Mental Health 
Condition – no support in place from 
NHS/HEI  

• Student is a care leaver

• Student is under 18

• Student is an Adult at Risk

• Mental Health Condition with 
NHS/HEI support 

• Student has a disability known to 
Unite

• Erratic behaviour

• Ongoing isolation/loneliness

• Pre-existing medical condition
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Risk

Scope of Responsibility 
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Risk

Welfare Checks

The purpose of a Post Incident Welfare Check 
is to provide comprehensive information 
to employees so they may determine if further 
action is required. 

When conducting a Post Incident Welfare Check, 
the Safety Advisor or Welfare Lead will check both 
the physical and mental wellbeing of a student. 

Welfare leads are able to offer appropriate 
signposting options during welfare checks and will 
escalate any signs of further concerns to their 
Supervisor or Operations / Area Manager.

Welfare checks will be undertaken using digital 
platforms where appropriate.

See Appendix A for the welfare check process.   
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Risk

Levels of Risk Examples

Co-ordinated by the Welfare Lead

Low 
Risk

A student discloses a previous history 
of anxiety and depression. They are 
concerned that continued sleep 
disturbances caused by flatmates
might cause their currently well-
managed mental health difficulties to 
return. For several years before 
attending University, the student had 
received support from their GP and 
counselling service, which is ongoing.

Co-ordinated by the Welfare Lead and 
their Supervisor

Medium 
Risk

A student discloses feeling low after a 
serious incident during a night out. 
Over time the student’s mental health 
deteriorates, leading to the student 
taking an over dose of paracetamol. A 
local hospital treats the student who 
has some liver damage, but is 
recovering well. They plan to continue 
their studies and return to the 
property. 
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Risk

Levels of Risk

Co-ordinated by Area Manager and Student 
Services & Welfare Manager

High 
Risk

A student reports to a Safety Advisor that a taxi 
driver has sexually assaulted them on their way 
home. They have not sought medical or police 
assistance. They are distressed and disclose that 
their family cannot know, as they would not 
approve of them drinking alcohol or going to 
pubs/nightclubs. The student doesn’t feel 
comfortable speaking to their flatmates, as they 
all started University 4 days ago and do not know 
one another well.
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Risk

Referral and Immediate Risk 

Formal referral processes do not apply in the scope of 
supporting students within the business, as medical/social 
services will not accept such referrals from Unite Students. 

One exception is that a Student Services & Welfare Manager 
may formally refer safeguarding matters to appropriate 
agencies.  

Where a student poses an immediate risk to themselves or 
others, Unite may breach a student’s confidentiality. Student 
Services record each breach including the rationale for 
doing so. 

There may be high demand on the NHS (mental health 
services for example). Regional Student Services and Welfare 
Managers will monitor this and stay in contact with their HE 
contacts to manage on a case-by-case basis.       
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All incidents in cities that meet the 
threshold for reporting (Keep Us Safe 
list) are added to the AIMS system. The 
Emergency Control Centre see copies of 
all AIMS reports. 

Where the incident has a wellbeing 
component the case will be transferred  
manually to the Prism Wellbeing tab by 
Welfare Lead.

Reporting

Case Management
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The Case Management area is used to 
record information and updates, 
providing a full, factual record of the 
case. This is to include welfare checks. 

Sensitive information relating to welfare 
is to be stored on the Wellbeing tab 
only. Non Student Services employees 
can request that this be added or 
accessed through the Welfare Lead or 
Student Services & Welfare Manager. 

Reporting

Case Management
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Reporting

Confidentiality

Details about the wellbeing of students are confidential. Unite 
will only share personal or sensitive information with those 
who have a “need to know” within the business.  

Unite employees should disclose known information about 
student wellbeing matters to their line managers or Student 
Services routinely in their day-to-day work. 

When a third party (parent/guarantor/another tenant) makes 
a disclosure about a student, it will be received and recorded, 
but acknowledgement of the person as a tenant will be 
avoided.
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Reporting

Consent to Disclosure of Information 

Unite will not disclose details relating to the health, criminal 
convictions or welfare of a student with third parties without written 
consent from the student, or consultation with Student Services.

Unite employees will use consent to disclosure of information forms 
each time confidential information is shared with a third party. 

Details must include who the information will be shared with, what 
information will be shared and why.

The consent to share form can be found in Appendix B
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Behaviour Management Process - Where 
Student Services have a role 

A Unite Students Behaviour Management 
Process is in place to support City Teams in 
managing any anti-social behaviour within our 
properties. The process uses a green, amber 
and red system and involves student meetings 
to investigate, understand and address the 
behaviour in question. 

Mitigating circumstances 

There is often a link between antisocial behavior 
and wellbeing issues. In these scenarios, a 
wellbeing intervention led by the city welfare 
lead can interrupt and replace disciplinary 
action. 

In circumstances where it is not considered 
appropriate to apply the student disciplinary 
process, the student will meet with a Welfare 
Lead or Student Services & Welfare Manager, 
where a coordinated response can be agreed. 

Managing Behaviour
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Equality Act 2010

Reasonable adjustment 

A reasonable adjustment is a decision taken by us to allow changes to standard student 
living arrangements. 

If a student declares a disability that requires adjustments, the City will:

• Inform Unite Student Services via the Student Support Request mailbox.

• Student Services will undertake a needs assessment, followed by a letter confirming 
the outcome to the student from the Service and Sales Manager/ Operations 
Manager.

• In circumstances where a disabled student has complex needs, the Area Manager 
will invite the student to a meeting to discuss their specific requirements. In such 
cases, Student Services may hold a decision panel to determine if the 
accommodation is right for the student, with a particular emphasis on their safety 
and the safety of others. This may include the student’s University. 

All COVID-19 related enquiries from disabled students will be managed within the 
reasonable adjustment process. 
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Unite Foundation

The Unite Foundation is a UK registered 
charitable trust funded in 2012. 

The Unite Foundation offers 
scholarships to care experienced and 
estranged students. 

Welfare Leads act as the named contact 
for Unite Scholars in cities with Unite 
Foundation partnerships. They do so 
under the guidance of the Unite 
Foundation coordinator with Student 
Services oversight. 
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Thank You
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Appendix A: Welfare Check Process 
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Appendix B: Consent to share form   
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OVERVIEW

Our Brand Promises

Our Service Standard

Quality assurance

At Unite Students, we are committed to delivering a Home for Success. Homes that are safe and secure, 
where customers feel settled and where we are there for them, whenever they need us. 

Never has this been more important than during the COVID-19 pandemic. This virus is unprecedented and 
has meant that we all have had to adapt to new ways of working, socialising and generally living our lives.

We define our commitment through our Brand Promises – these are the things that we say we will do, for 
every customer, across every property, all of the time. We put measures in place to make sure that we know 
that we are living up to our promises and we hold ourselves to account to ensure that we are consistently 
delivering them.

For us to fulfil our brand promises, we need to be clear around what we need to do to deliver them. We 
define this through the Unite Students Service Standard. These are the things that we will deliver, all 
plainly laid out in clear and simple terms. 

Because, if we know that we are delivering the standard required, then we’ll deliver the required 
performance. And, if we are delivering the required performance, then we’ll be delivering our Brand 
Promises.

We need to be sure that we are consistently delivering to our standard, across every property, all of 
the time.  Our Quality Assurance Framework provides a structure for how we do this. It provides 
clarity around our roles and responsibilities and establishes our way of ensuring that we know we are 
consistently delivering against our Brand Promises.

Our Quality Assurance Framework is made up of 3 primary layers:

• Quality Check – This is the personal responsibility taken by all colleagues to self-check their own 
work.  For example, a Housekeeping Assistant is responsible for self-certifying that all health and 
safety tasks as part of the cleaning routine have been executed.

•    Quality Control – This is a supervisory level responsibility to ensure consistency in quality delivery. For  
      example, a Housekeeping Supervisor may complete a visual inspection of a selected number of                       
      flats to ensure that the work carried out by members of the housekeeping team is achieving the   
      required standard.

•    Quality Audit - This is a management level check that provides confidence for the relevant manager  
      that the necessary controls are in place to ensure that standards are being delivered. This may include         
      a broader focus on compliance considerations, including but not limited to risk assessments, control  
      of contractors/suppliers, training records, emergency evacuation procedures, incident reporting, use      
      of personal protective equipment and storage facilities.
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COVID-19

OVERVIEW

Coronavirus (COVID-19) is an infectious disease caused by a newly discovered coronavirus. Most people 
infected with the Coronavirus may not exhibit any symptoms at all but others will experience mild 
to moderate respiratory illness and recover without requiring special treatment.  There are of course 
exceptions and sadly for those with underlying health conditions the disease can have far more serious 
implications.
 
Recently the UK Government have imposed a lockdown on society to prevent the spread of the disease. 
They have now eased certain controls. This of course is good news however the risk posed from the 
disease remains and it is important we manage this properly and proportionally.
 
The primary risk of infection comes from person to person contact and secondly from coming into contact 
with surfaces that are infected. We have adapted our properties and our ways of working with these 
routes of infection in mind and taken steps to ensure that the risk is minimised wherever possible.

One of our brand commitments is to provide a Safe and Secure environment for our customers and this 
document is designed to explain the measures we are taking to minimise the risk to our customers, 
employees and other visitors to our sites.
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ROLES AND RESPONSIBILITIES

All staff have an important role to play in ensuring that we deliver Our Service Standard so that we can 
fulfil our Brand Promises.

All team members are personally responsible for their own work – Quality Check. This includes:

• Conducting their duties in line with their COVID-19 training, wearing PPE as per the guidance and 
supporting any new initiatives as and when Government Guidance changes.

• Completing duties following the defined Unite Students processes and procedures

• Using the tools, systems, equipment and materials as prescribed within the Unite Students process

• Completing activities within the designated timeframe and in the time allocated (achieving, where 
appropriate, the relevant service level agreement)

Our Ways of Working

Roles and responsibilities

This defines the way we go about achieving Our Service Standard. Our ways of working are established 
by identifying and leveraging industry leading methods, identifying and sharing best practices already 
established within Unite Students and through continuously reviewing and improving our approach to the 
delivery of our standards.

Specifically for COVID-19 we have used Public Health England Guidance to amend our current  processes 
and procedures and where necessary amended them to ensure we adopt industry best practice. Our 
colleagues have received training and guidance on how these new procedures will become our new 
business as usual and ultimately deliver a safer home for our students and of course protect our 
colleagues.
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• Completing a 100% visual check against the defined Unite Students Service Standard  through a 
Quality Check

• Documenting the outcomes of activities, accurately and honestly as required

• Following all relevant safety procedures

• Escalating to managers where anything above is not possible

Supervisors are responsible for overall control of day-to-day operations. This includes:

• Supervision of working practices to ensure they are in line with the COVID-19 training and guidance 
and ensure supply and use of appropriate PPE

• Providing teams with the tools, systems, training and processes required to fulfil their responsibilities

• Providing team members with the adequate time to complete their duties

• Undertaking Quality Control checks to ensure that the relevant standards are being achieved 
consistently

• Investigating further when standards are not being met

• Providing support to team members and, where necessary, performance management when 
standards are not being achieved

Line Managers are ultimately accountable for the delivery of the required performance. To achieve this, 
this includes:

• Ensuring adherence to the working practices to ensure compliance with the COVID-19 training and 
guidance and escalate any concerns they may have that would lead to non-compliance

• Establishing a clearly defined plan for team members to deliver and ensuring sufficient time, resource, 
budget and equipment and material are available

• Undertaking regular Quality Audit checks to ensure standards are consistently being met

• Investigating and escalating cases of non-compliance

• Providing challenge, support and encouragement to teams and performance management, where 
standards are not being reached. All of our Partners will abide to the same standard/rigour as uS

Service Style

All employees are expected to conduct themselves in line with the Unite Students values and exhibit our 
behaviours in line with Service Style:
• Connect
• Act
• Respect
• Encourage

ROLES AND RESPONSIBILITIES
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OUR APPROACH

This document is a reference tool for all team members delivering a service to customers. It provides 
clarity around the expectations to be delivered and a tool to be used to control and manage the 
consistent delivery of our service offering.

It is supported by additional documents that are provided to employees, specifically the Turnaround the 
Room Procedure and an Employee Handbook that outlines in greater detail the ways of working during 
COVID-19.

This document can support various activites throughout the year, including:

• Inductions for new staff, ongoing training and support and performance management where 
necessary 

• Acting as a reference tool for conducting inspections, quality control checks and management audits 

• Informing external contractors about our expectations and managing their performance against these 
expectations

• Addressing customer inquiries or complaints 

How should this document be used?

Throughout the document the markers highlighted below will be present to identitify whether an action 
is mandatory or whether the action is something to be aware of.

Markers

Matters to be 
conscious of when 

interacting with 
specific assets.

Health and safety 
regulations that 

must be complied 
with.

CautionMandatory

!
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Reception1.0

Overa l l1.1

Visual: 

Odour:

Functionality:

• Desk area must be free from clutter and should only display relevant marketing material.

• Team members must all be presentable, wear the correct uniform and must never eat or have food 
present in the reception area

• Fresh or neutral smell with no unpleasant odours 

• All computers and work related technology must be working and ready to use at all times

Important:

• Hand sanitising stations should be present in reception areas

• Social distancing areas should be identified based on the correct government guidelines

• Customer service screens should be present

• High touch areas to be sanitised frequently

• Posters visible to remind everyone about social distancing and good hygiene 
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Entrance Area1.2.1

INDIVIDUAL ITEMS 1.2

Standard Unacceptable

• Free from rubbish

• Floors hoovered and mopped

• Windows are clean and free from 
smear marks

• All areas odour free and smelling 
fresh

• All bins to be emptied regularly

• Marketing material relevant and 
present 

• Seating areas to be neatly arranged 
following social distancing rules

• Posters and notice boards to be 
relevant and presentable

• Sales material to be displayed 
following all campaigns

• Plants watered and presentable

• Appropriate music playing at a 
reasonable level

• TV’s on showing marketing or 
appropriate TV channel 

• Rubbish present

• unkempt floors and smear marks

• Overflowing bins

• Bad smells present

• unkempt windows and smear marks 
present

• No marketing material present 

• Out of date marketing material present

• Area cluttered or missing any usual 
furniture

• Notice boards out of date or unkempt

• No sales material present

• Dead plants

• No music playing or music playing too 
loud

• No TV on or inappropriate TV channel 
showing
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Wet floor signs to be 
present when needed

COSHH to be followed 
when performing these 

tasks

Clean vinyl gloves 
(powder-free)

• Clutter-free front desk

• Staff to be in full uniform and present

• Signs present if staff are away from 
the desk

• No food eaten or present on the 
reception desk

• All parcels to be logged and stored 

• Front desk to be dust free

• Back office hoovered and clean

• All areas odour free and smelling 
fresh

• Dust present on front desk

• Obvious mess present in the back 
office

• Bad smells present

Recept ion desk1.2.2

Standard Unacceptable

Cl
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n • Desks full of clutter

• Staff not in full uniform, this includes 
solo protect

• Parcels left on the desk, not logged or 
stored away

Be aware of any 
sensitive material left 

on the front desk 

Always use the 
communication board to 
let students know why 
you are away and when 

you will be back

!

Hand sanitising stations

Social distancing 
(Physical adaptations 
e.g. barriers/one way 

systems)

Customer service 
screens

 High touch areas to be 
sanitised frequently

Posters to remind 
everyone to maintain 
social distancing and 

good hygiene
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INDIVIDUAL ITEMS1.2

Entrance and ex i t1.2.3

Standard Unacceptable

• Doors/glass clean and free from smear 
marks

• Opening times are showing on or by 
the door

• Doors are in good working order (no 
damage)

• Door release button is working and 
opening the door when needed

• Door closing smoothly and not 
banging

• Unkempt doors and smear marks

• No or wrong opening times

• Door in poor repair

• No MRF raised or no follow up made to 
correct the door
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Recept ion to i le t1.2.4

Standard Unacceptable

• Free from rubbish

• Floors hoovered and mopped

• All areas odour free and smelling 
fresh

• All bins to be emptied regularly

• Toilet door is locked and signs 
available

• Handsoap available

• Paper towels and toilet paper 
available

• Sanitary waste available

• Free from clutter

• Flush working

• Toilet working and seat fixed to bowl

• Rubbish present

• Unkempt floors and smear marks

• Overflowing bins

• Bad smells present

• Toilet door is not locked and left open

• No handsoap available

• No paper towels or toilet paper  
available

• Sanitary waste unavilable or not  
emptied

• Toilet used for storage

• Toilet not working or the seat is loose

Cl
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Run water for 2 min 
if toilet is not used 

regularly

Legionella

!

COSHH to be followed 
when performing these 

tasks

Clear vinyl gloves 
(powder-free)

Toilets to be sanitised 
frequently
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OUTSIDE AREAS 2.0

Overa l l2.1

Visual: 

Grounds:

• Building free from graffitti and in good condition

• Looks open and welcoming when approached

• Buildings are branded and up to date

• All areas clean, clear and presentable

Important:

• Social distancing signage should be displayed in common areas

• Waste during TAR must be removed off site after 72hrs
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INDIVIDUAL ITEMS2.2

Windows2.2.1

Standard Unacceptable

• All reachable windows are clean and 
streak free

• Windows for the whole building are 
cleaned once a year 

• Windows free from graffiti 

• Windows are safe and secure

• All windows have the safety sticker 
present

• All windows are restricted following the 
audit guidelines

• No breaks or damage to the windows

• Marketing material visible in 
designated clip frames

• Windows are noticeably dirty

• Window clean not completed during TAR 
(If needed)

• Graffiti present and not removed within 
agreed time

• Windows are not safe & secure and not 
reported 

• Safety stickers missing on windows that 
open 

• Restrictors are broken, not reported or 
fixed

• Broken or damanged windows

• Marketing material sellotaped to  
windows 

Cl
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Grounds2.2.2

Standard Unacceptable

• Grounds are clean and clear of 
rubbish

• Carpark areas & outdoor are clear from 
cigerette butts and litter

• Floors jetwashed were possible

• Carparks are monitored and all cars 
there are known to staff with a permit

• Gates are closed and secure where 
possible

• All keys are accessible to outdoor 
areas

• The grounds are looking presentable

• Signage in place to remind users to 
maintain social distancing.

• Grounds are not clean and litter present

• Carparks are not maintained and 
unkempt

• Noticeable dirt not cleared and floors 
never jetwashed, if possible

• Unauthorised cars park in the carpark

• Gates left open and are not secure

• Keys to the outdoor areas are lost or 
broken

• Grounds are unpresentable with litter 
and cigarette butts present
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Cleaning signs to be 
used

COSHH to be followed 
when performing these 

tasks

PPE must be worn

Follow up on all 
MRF and keep 

supervisor updated

!

Follow up on all 
MRF and keep 

supervisor updated

!

Cleaning signs to be 
used

COSHH to be followed 
when performing these 

tasks

PPE must be worn

Visible social distancing 
signs
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INDIVIDUAL ITEMS 2.2

Exter io r2.2.2

Standard Unacceptable

• All walls are clean and presentable

• No scuff marks present

• No graffiti present

• All signs are clean and presentable

• Building looks presentable on the 
approach

• No obvious wear and tear

• No damage and all fittings are in good 
working order

• All fire escapes working and clear from 
obstructions

• Signs are visible and free from damage

• Marketing material all present and 
readable

• Walls are not clean and left to build 
grime over time

• Scuff marks are not removed daily

• Graffiti is present and not removed

• Signs are dirty and unpresentable

• Building looks tired and unkempt

• Wear and tear obvious to our visitors

• Damage not fixed nor reported and left 
to decay

• Signs are out of date, damaged or not 
present

• No marketing material

• Obstructed fire escapes
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Follow up on all 
MRF and keep 

supervisor updated

!

Cleaning signs to be 
used

COSHH to be followed 
when performing these 

tasks

PPE must be worn

B in  s tore2.2.3

Standard Unacceptable

• All walls are clean and presentable

• No bins overflowing

• All signs are clean and presentable

• Bins are clean and presentable

• No rodents

• Bins are not damaged

• No damage and all fittings are in good 
working order

• All fire escapes working and clear from 
obstructions

• Signs are visable and free from 
damage

• Cleaning items are available

• Walls are not clean and left to build 
grime over time

• Bins are overflowing

• Signs are dirty and unpresentable

• Machines are dirty and dust is visible

• Evidence of rodents

• Bins are damaged

• Damage not fixed nor reported and left

• Signs are out of date, damaged or not 
present

• Obstructed fire escapes

• Cleaning items not available
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Follow up on all 
MRF and keep 

supervisor updated

!

Cleaning signs to be 
used

COSHH to be followed 
when performing these 

tasks

PPE must be worn

Visible social distancing 
signs
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Overa l l3.1

Visual: 

Odour:

Functionality:

• Doors and flooring are dust free, skirting dirt free, stain free, scuffmarks free.

• Fresh or neutral smell with no unpleasant odours  

• All doors, entrance equipment and flooring fabrics in working condition 

• Fire safety stickers present and compliant with health and safety regulations.

CORRIDOR3.0

Important:

• Social distancing signage should be displayed around the property
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Wal ls3.2.1

Standard Unacceptable

• Dust free

• Cobweb free

• Stain free

• Blu Tack mark free

• No large damage, such as holes

• Marketing material present

• Sales touch points are available

• Corridors have a warm and inviting feel 
(plants, pictures, wall art)

• Walls presentable

• Dusty

• Evidence of cobwebs

• Evidence of removable stains

• Evidence of Blue Tack marks

• Large damage, such as holes and 
scuffs 

• No marketing material available

• No sales touch points on the sales 
journey 

• Walls not painted and look tired

Cl
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Clear vinyl gloves for 
painting

Ventilation during 
painting eg. open 
windows (weather 

permitted) and/or use 
of window-mounted 

box fans

Display notice if 
painting while 

customers present

!

COSHH for paint

Protective gear for 
painting

• Pins, tape and Blu Tack free

• Burn marks and other serious damage 
free

• Doors functional

• Functional door intumescent seals, 
including brush strip

• Functional intercom

• Functional door closer

• Signs present reminding of restricted 
numbers in the lift

• Evidence of pins, tapes and Blu Tack

• Evidence of dirt build up, dust and 
removable marks or stains

• Doors not functional

• Broken door intumescent seals, 
including brush strip

• Broken intercom

• Broken or damaged door closer

• No restricted numbers signs present
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Doors , door  f rames & l i f t s3.2.2

Evacuation signage 
on the back of the flat 

door

Door closes quietly
(does not slam)

INDIVIDUAL ITEMS 3.2
Vi
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Standard Unacceptable

High Touch areas 
including door handles 
and handrails should be 

cleaned frequently

Visible social distancing 
signs
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COMMUNAL AREAS4.0

Overa l l4.1

Visual: 

Odour:

Functionality:

• Doors and flooring are clean & dust free, bins are emptied, room looks like a home, scuffmarks free

• Fresh or neutral smell with no unpleasant odours  

• All doors, entrance equipment and flooring fabrics in working condition 

• Fire safety stickers present and compliant with health and safety regulations

• Rooms are warm and inviting

• Printers are avilable and in good working order

Important:

• Gyms to remain closed and this should be supported with appropriate signage
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INDIVIDUAL ITEMS 4.2

Wal ls4.2.1

Standard Unacceptable

• Dust free

• Cobweb free

• Stain free

• Blu Tack mark free

• No large damage, such as holes and 
mould

• Marketing material present

• Sales touch points are avilable

• Walls presentable and branded 

• Freshly painted when needed

• Dusty

• Evidence of cobwebs

• Evidence of removable stains

• Evidence of Blue Tack marks

• Large damage, such as holes and 
scuffs 

• No marketing material avialable

• Walls are bare

• No sales touch points

• Walls not painted and look tired

Cl
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Clear vinyl gloves for 
painting

Display notice if 
painting while 

customers present

!

COSHH for paint

Protective gear for 
painting
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F loors4.2.2

Standard Unacceptable

• Clear from dirt and presentable

• Cobweb free

• Stain free

• Non-slip, well maintained floors

• No trip hazards

• Carpet trim present and not damaged

• Carpets hoovered with no stains

• Floors dirty or sticky

• Cobwebs in corners

• Evidence of removable stains

• Floors unkempt and signs of age or 
damage

• Trip hazards

• Carpet trim missing or broken

• Floors are not hoovered
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Wet floor signs to be 
present

COSHH to be followed 
when performing these 

tasks

Clean vinyl gloves 
(powder-free)

Laundry  Rooms4.2.3

• Broken machines without clear signage

• Obvious wear and tear

• Damage not fixed nor reported and left

• Signs are out of date, damaged or not 
present

• No marketing material

• Obstructed fire escapes

Standard Unacceptable

• All walls are clean and presentable

• No scuff marks present

• All signs are clean and presentable

• Machines clean and dust free

• Walls are not clean and left to build 
grime over time

• Scuff marks are not removed daily

• Signs are dirty and unpresentable

• Machines are dirty and dust is visible

Cl
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Cleaning signs to be 
used

COSHH to be followed 
when performing these 

tasks

Clean vinyl gloves 
(powder-free)
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In ter io r  and atmosphere4.2.4

Standard Unacceptable

• All furniture free from dirt and stains

• All areas odour free and smelling 
fresh

• Free from litter

• Bin clear and emptied

• All furniture functional

• Games tables set up and in good 
working order

• Marketing material relevant and 
present 

• Seating areas to be neatly arranged

• Posters and notice boards to be 
relevant and presentable

• Sales material to be displayed 
following all campaigns

• Plants watered and presentable

• Appropriate music playing at a 
reasonable level

• TVs on showing marketing or 
appropriate TV channel 

• All post boxes are locked and no letters 
left outside of boxes

• All areas are ready for students to use

• furniture dirty and stained

• Bad smells present

• Mess and litter present 

• Bins full and not emptied

• No marketing material present 

• Out of date marketing material present

• Area cluttered or missing any usual 
furniture

• Notice boards out of date or unkempt

• No sales material present

• Dead plants

• No music playing or music playing too 
loud

• No TV on or inappropriate TV channel 
showing

• Post boxes open and letters left in the 
room

• Areas are out of action and students 
can’t use them without notice of return
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Wet floor signs to be 
present

COSHH to be followed 
when performing these 

tasks

Clean vinyl gloves 
(powder-free)

Be aware of any 
belongings left in the 

room, remove if needed

Check the printer has 
paper available

!

INDIVIDUAL ITEMS4.2

Remove furniture for 
social distancing space

Visible social distancing 
signs

High Touch areas 
including door handles 
and handrails should be 

cleaned frequently

Laundry  Rooms4.2.3

Standard Unacceptable
• Machines are in good working order

• No obvious wear and tear

• No damage and all fittings are in good 
working order

• All fire escapes working and clear from 
obstructions

• Signs are visible and free from damage

• Marketing material all present and 
readable

• Broken machines without clear signage

• Obvious wear and tear

• Damage not fixed nor reported and left

• Signs are out of date, damaged or not 
present

• No marketing material

• Obstructed fire escapes

Vi
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un
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SHARED AND EN-SUITE BATHROOMS 5.0

Overa l l5.1

Visual: 

Odour:

Functionality:

• Free from visible loose and impacted dirt debris

• Sanitary fittings free from body fat and fluid scale and verdigris

• Streak and smear free without evidence of chemical residue

• All surfaces of uniform appearance

• Fresh residual perfume or neutral smell

• Suite functioning and flooring fabrics in working condition

• Appropriate signage compliant with health and safety regulations

Important:
• 72 hours must have elapsed since the departing student has left before entering the area

• Specific PPE Requirement for TAR can be found in the TAR Procedure
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Toi le t5.2.1

Standard Unacceptable

• Toilet seat and toilet bowl free from 
impacted dirt, dust, removable stains, 
body fats, verdigris

• Dry and clean

• Toilet seat has tightened screws

• Flushing toilet in working order

• Clear of damage

• Dirty, streaky and smeared

• Stained

• Evidence of debris and dirt

• Toilet seat has loose screws

• Toilet not flushing

• Toilet damaged or leaking

Cl
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• Shower cabin, curtain, head, rods, rails 
and hoses free from impacted dirt, 
dust, removable stains, body fats and 
verdigris mould and scale

• Dry uniform appearance

• Soap residue free 

• Drain free from hair and other debris

• Shower door streaks and smear free

• Correct water pressure in shower

• Working drain

• Shower hose in working condition

• Correct temperature

• Shower head clear of lime scale

• Door in working condition and hinges 
functional

• Walls dirty, streaky and smeared

• Evidence of soap residue

• Evidence of impacted dirt, dust, 
removable stains, body fats, verdigris, 
mould growth in shower cabin or on 
curtain, head, rods, rails and hoses

• Missing curtain

• Shower door streaked or smeary

• No/low water pressure in shower

• Blocked drain

• Broken/twisted shower hose

• Incorrect temperature

• Shower head not clear of limescale

• Door/hinges broken or damaged

Cl
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Shower  ( inc l . shower  head and cab in)5.2.2

Run water for 2 min 
for both “Standard” 

and “In-year” 
cleaning

Legionella

!

INDIVIDUAL ITEMS5.2
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Facemask with filter

Protective goggles

COSHH to be followed 
when performing these 

tasks

Clear vinyl gloves 
(powder-free)

Protective apron

Facemask with filter

Protective goggles

COSHH to be followed 
when performing these 

tasks

Clear vinyl gloves 
(powder-free)

Protective apron
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INDIVIDUAL ITEMS 5.2

Mirror5.2.3

S inks  and taps5.2.4

Standard Unacceptable

• Impacted dirt, dust, removable stains, 
body fats, verdigris free

• Dry uniform appearance

• Free from stickers

• Chip and break free

• Dirty, streaky and smeary

• Evidence of stickers 

• Chipped and broken
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Standard Unacceptable

• Clean

• Dry uniform appearance

• Lime scale and mould free

• Fresh or neutral residual smell

• Taps are streak or smear free with 
uniform bright even sheen 

• Running water hot and cold

• Working drain

• Clear from damage

• Impacted dirt, dust, removable stains, 
body fats, verdigris

• Evidence of lime scale

• Mouldy

• No/low running water hot or cold

• Blocked drain 

• Sink damaged

• Plug and chain not in place
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Facemask with filter

Protective goggles

COSHH to be followed 
when performing these 

tasks

Clear vinyl gloves 
(powder-free)

Protective apron
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BEDROOM6.0

Overa l l6.1

Visual: 

Odour:

Finishes:

Functionality:

• Surfaces, furniture and fabrics are free from visible limpacted dirt debris and litter

• Will be streak and smear free without evidence of chemical residue

• All surfaces will be of uniform appearance

• All areas will be odour free with only residual fresh perfume or neutral smell

• At check in, all rooms have appropriate bed ware (mattress protector fixed to the bed), relevant           

collateral,approved products.

• All furniture and fabrics in working condition with fire stickers compliant with health and safety 
regulations 

Important:

• 72 hours must have elapsed since the departing student has left before entering the area

• Full PPE required to clean and sanitise bedrooms (Facemask, goggles, apron and gloves)

• Specific PPE Requirement for TAR can be found in the TAR Procedure Specific PPE Requirement 
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Matt ress6.2.1

All PPE required

Mattresses should be 
turned to ensure even 

wear

Standard Unacceptable

• Mattress vacuumed

• Stain free

• Damage and tear free

• Dust, cobweb and stain free

• Pins, tape and Blu Tack free

• With “Fire Safety” sticker

• No rips or holes

• Springs functional

• Skirting secure and in place

• Evidence of dust mites or other 
infestations

• Stained or damaged

• No mattress protector

• Stained, torn or damaged mattress 
protector

• Dusty with evidence of cobwebs and 
removable stains

• Evidence of pins, tape and Blu Tack

• Without “Fire Safety” sticker

• Visibly broken/ripped material

• Springs sticking out

• Skirting unsecure and not in place

!
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Sk i r t ing6.2.2
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INDIVIDUAL ITEMS6.2

Doors  and door  f rame6.2.3

Wal ls6.2.4

Clear vinyl gloves for 
painting

Ventilation during 
painting eg. open 
windows (weather 

permitted) and/or use 
of window-mounted 

box fans

Display notice if 
painting while 

customers present

!

COSHH for paint

Protective gear for 
painting

Red light - change 
battery on the card 

reader panel and check 
door functionality

Standard Unacceptable

• Pins, tape and Blu Tack free

• Burn mark and other serious damage 
free

• Dirt/removable mark/stain free

• Doors in working condition

• Functional door intumescent seals, 
including brush strips

• Door closer in working condition

• Evidence of dirt build up, dust and  
removable marks and stains

• Evidence of pins, tape and Blu Tack

• Doors not working

• Broken door intumescent seals,  
including brush strip

• Broken or damaged door closer

Amber/Red light on the 
card reader panel

!
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Amber light – change 
battery on the card 

reader panel and check 
door functionality

Standard Unacceptable

• Dust free

• Cobweb free

• Stain free

• Scuff free

• Blu Tack mark free

• No damage to the wall, including any 
holes

• Clear walls and looking fresh

• Dusty

• Evidence of cobwebs, removable stains, 
evidence of scuffs and Blu Tack marks

• Damage to walls including any holes

• Walls not painted when needed
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Not iceboards6.2.5

Standard Unacceptable

• Mark and dust free

• Poster, Blu Tack and pin free

• Removable stain free

• Standard size 900mm x 400mm and of 
branded colour Blizzard Grey (YB108)

• Fabric in working condition

• Dirty and dusty 

• Evidence of posters, Blu Tack, pins

• Evidence of stains/visible not removable 
stains

• Wrong size (depending on spec)

• Damaged fabric
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Sharps (eg. pins)

!

• Switches/fitting/shades damp wiped 
and marks/dust free

• Switches/fitting/shades free from 
removable stains

• LED

• Fittings in working condition with no 
damage

• Dimmer switch in working condition

• Light sensor in working condition

• Switches/fitting/shades dirty and 
marked

• Non-LED (if applicable)

• Fittings not working or damaged

• Dimmer switch not working or 
damaged

• Light sensor not working or damaged
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L ight ing (swi tches , f i t t ings  and shades)6.2.6
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Desks/work  sur faces6.2.7

Desk cha i r6.2.8

Standard

Standard

Unacceptable

Unacceptable

• Free from impacted dirt, dust, streaks 
and smear free with a uniform even 
appearance inside and out

• Cupboards free from impacted dirt, 
dust, streak and smear and free with 
a uniform even appearance inside, 
outside and door

• Handles and hinges free from 
impacted dirt, dust with a uniform even 
appearance

• Smear and residue free

• Loose debris, dust, fluff and lint free

• Free from removable stains, residual 
marks or debris

• Chair seating stain free

• Chair legs free from dust or smears

• Cupboard door in full working 
condition

• Tightened screws flush with units and 
unprotruding 

• Working condition

• Unbroken faux leather or fabric 

• Dirty and smeared inside and out

• Dirty cupboard door inside and outside

• Dirty and dusty on top and underneath

• Dirty handles and hinges

• Evidence of visible loose debris, dust, 
fluff and lint

• Evidence of removable stains and resid-
ual marks or debris

• Dirty chair seating 

• Dirty and smeared legs and base

• Broken/not functioning cupboard door 

• Loose screws or protruding 

• Broken chair

• Rubbed off faux leather or rips in the 
fabric
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label (if applicable)
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